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Free the MRPP 500! 

Dead end for 
Portuguese • aOlsts 

reprinted from Workers Vanguard No 71, 20 June 1975 
JUNE 16 -- Following sham elections for a phony "constituent as
sembly" on April 25, the first anniversary of the overthrow of the 
rightist Salazar/Caetano dictatorship, the political situation in 
Portugal remains chaotic and without direction. The leftist 
leaders of the Armed Forces Movement (MFA) want to play a role 
"above" the classes, arbitrating between competing political fac
tions while imposing order and discipline. But there is not the 
slightest consensus among the officers on what policies to impose. 
The MFA continues to oscillate sharply in its day-to-day conduct, 
first attacking and then conciliating the Socialists, at one moment 
nationalizing various important trusts and on the day after 
guaranteeing private property. In the prevailing atmosphere of 
confusion, a new right-wing coup attempt from within the armed 
forces is possible at any moment. 

The Portuguese Communist Party (PCP) has banked everything on 
being the most unconditional supporter of the MFA, yet it is under 
heavy pressure from its proletarian base to move against the bour
geoisie. Their weak electoral strength clearly shown in the elec
tions (where the PCP received 13.9 percent and its petty-bourgeois 
satellite, the MOP, won 4.3 percent of the total vote), the Stalin
ists lJ!.u,st r~:peatedly 5ake to the streets,):<> Jiemonstrate their con
tinued ability to mobilize masses of workers at crucial moments. 
At the same time, the PCP has sought to use the state against its 
left opponents, having Maoists arrested and militant unions put 
under military control. On several occasions it has itself di-
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Statement to the left and working-class press 

SLL violence in the workers movement 
(Issued on 19 June 1975.) 
At approximately 7.30 pm on Monday 16 June 

members of the Spartacist League (SL) werephysi
cally assaulted by members of the Socialist 
Labour League (SLL) as the SL members were peace
fully distributing literature outside the Trades 
Hall in Sydney, where an ostensibly public meet
ing featuring Gerry Healy, visiting leader of the 
Workers Revolutionary Party (WRP, British co
thinkers of the SLL) was taking place. Sparta
cist League members outside Trades Hall carried 
signs protesting against the political exclusion 
of all SL members and supporters from attending 
the talk, any of Healy's previous talks in Aus
tralia, or any of the SLL's other so-called 
"public" events. The slogans on the signs were: 
"Fake 'open' meetings sponsored by Fake 'Fourth 
International'''; "For the rebirth of the Fourth 
International through open political struggle!"; 
"Healyite exclusion attacks Workers Democracy!"; 
and "The,SLL is afraid of Trotskyism at its 'pub
lic' meetings!". 

The SL members were distributing their litera
ture outside of Trades Hall only because the SLL 
had on the occasion of a previous "public" lec:., 
ture by Healy -- 8 June 1975 -- demanded of the 
Trades Hall caretaker that the SL be refused per
mission to do so in the corridor outside the 
meeting room rented by the SLL. At that time, 
when requested by the Trades Hall caretaker to 
move outside the building, we did so. There was, 
however, no justification whatsoever for the 
SLL's completely arbitrary demand, conveyed to us 
only when the meeting was ready to begin about 
twenty minutes after the publicly announced com
mencement time. SL members had been standing at 
the sides of the corridor in such a way that 
people attending the meeting could, and did, walk 
past three abreast without even brushing leaflets 
being handed out by SL members, who spoke only in 
normal conversational tones. 

The assault on the night of 16 June began when 

epresentatives of the SLL demanded that members 
of the Spartacist League completely clear the 
steps between the pavement and the door to the 
Trades Hall. Members of the Spartacist League at 
no time in any way obstructed the entrance to the 
Hall. Those on the steps stood along the very 
edges. Only SLL members stood directly in front 
of the door. The SLL's arbitrary demand was re
fused by the SL members who said several times 
that they would move off the steps, where they 
had a perfect right to be, only if requested by 
the Trades Hall caretaker. The SLL refused to 
get the caretaker and on the order of Jim Mul
grew, National Secretary of the SLL, a team of 
about six goons attempted to physically drag one 
of the SL members from the steps. Members of the 
Spartacist League resisted this violation of the 
right to distribute literature on the steps of 
Trades Hall by pushing back against the goons, 
while members of the Socialist Workers League 
(SWL) and a member of the Communist Party of 
Australia (CPA) also opposed the SLL violence and 
attempted to stop the fighting. (SWL members had 
been selling Dipeat Aation and distributing a 
pamphlet outside the building before the attacks 
began.) More goons emerged from the Trades Hall 
and one punched Spartacist League member Bill 
Logan on the face, signalling a full-scale 
attack. The fighting stopped only when the SL 
withdrew in a disciplined fashion to the pave
ment. It is simply by accident that only minor 
injuries were sustained by SL members. During 
part of the attack Mulgrew stood inside Trades 
Hall behind the plate-glass door waving and 
shouting encouragement to his thugs. Among the 
SLL thugs were-Terry Cook, Tom Hawkins, Phil 
Sandford and Billy Haggerty. 

The entire attack was witnessed by five mem
bers of the Socialist Workers League and one 
member of the New Zealand Socialist Action League 
who expressed outrage lit the SLL's thuggery and 

some of whom, including Jamie Doughney, a leading 
member of the SWL, actively sought to stop the 
SLL attack. It was also witnessed by at least 
one unaffiliated independent bystander; three 
people sympathetic to but not members of the SL; 
and one CPA member, Steve Haran, who was excluded 
from the meeting without any explanation. Haran 
also attempted to defend the SL against attack. 

Cops arrived on the scene after the fighting 
ended. One, after speaking to the SLL leadership 
inside the Trades Hall, spoke to Bill Logan in a 
conversation witnessed by Jamie 'Doughney and 
Steve Haran. The cop said that the people inside 
had asked him to clear the people outside away 
from the door. Comrade Logan replied that we 
were not blocking the door. The cop then de
manded that the members of the Spartacist League 
on the street side of the pavement move so that 
they no longer faced the steps to the Trades Hall 
door. (These steps were, of course, by this time 
lined with SLL goons.) The cop said that if we 
refused to comply with his order, everyone on the 
pavement would be arrested. 

The SLL has in the past slanderously charged 
that the SL, by peacefully picketting against 
exclusionism in support of workers democracy, 
attracts the attention of cops to their meetings. 
This occas.ion made it crystal clear that the SLL 
bears the sole responsibility for any unusual 
police attention. They exclude the SL from their 
"public" meetings for no reason but their own 
political cowardice. Then, without cause, they 
demanded on 8 June that we move outside the 
building where the cops would be able to see the 
picket; th~ then on 16 June provoked a fight 
which was the best way to attract the attention 
of the cops. And when the cops did arrive, the 
evidence indicates that the SLL in effect told 
them to clear us away, apparently having either 
lied to the cops that we were blocking the 
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A reply fo Healyife slanders 
AustraLasian Spartaaist supplement 7 June 1975 

The foundless charges recently laid by inter
national Healyism that its opponents in the 
worke.rs movement are decisively influenced by the 
political police of the bourgeois state usher in 
a new stage in the degeneration of a tendency 
which has long deserved to be characterised as 
one of political bandits. The Healyite "Inter
national Conunittee of the Fourth International" 
(IC) has spread similar slanders in the past, 
but we now see the consistent and systematic 
(rather than merely occasional) use of the vilest 
kind of smear tactics -- the labelling of politi
cal opponents as agents of the police. This de
velopment in Healyism has reached Australia with 
the current visit here of Gerry Healy himself. 

The editorial of the current issue of Workers 
News (5 June 1975), organ of the Socialist Labour 
#League (SLL), the Australian section of the IC, 
headed "The danger of provocation", concerns.the 
Spartacist League: 

"This is a stern warning. The Spartacist 
tendency will use handouts from whatever 
quarter to satisfy their factional hysteria." 

This claim is "proved" thus: 

" ... more than 3000 documents showing the pen
etration of the Pabloite Socialist Workers 
Party by the FBI in the United States, has re
vealed the role played by the Spartacist 
League in the COINTELPRO operation which the 
late Edgar Hoover launched against the SWP 
from 1961." 

Even if it had been fooled by the FBI, this would 
not necessarily prove that the Spartacist League 
was politically bankrupt, any more than the fact 
that a Czarist secret police agent was on its 
Central Conunittee proves the Bolshevik Party was 
bankrupt. It is in fact possible for an honest 
and healthy revolutionary party, despite its 
scrupulous care, to be duped by the State. But 
the SLL fails to supply its readers with details 
of the "role" the Spartacists are supposed to 
have played, whether this was 'conSCious, crimi
nally negligent, or merely blamelessly unwitting. 
The New York office of the Spartacist Tendency, 
however, yesterday completed an examination of 
the relevant documents, and has given us the fol
lowing information by telephone: 

THE FACTS ABOUT SPARTACIST AND THE FBI 
(1) The SLL's quotation in Workeps'News from 
an FBI memorandum (to which they attribute the 
date l4.0ctober1966) is accurate (although 
the actual 'date of the memorandum was 9 April 
1965). The quotation, the meaning of. which is 
not altogether clear, from the memorandum 
reads: 

"Prior to the November 1964 general election, 
the Newark office [of the FBI] was authorised 
to prepare and send throwaways to selected 
individuals and to the SWP weekly newspaper 
'The Militant', indicating that an independent 
conunittee had been formed to elect Lawrence 
Paul Stewart, Negro SWP candidate for United 
States Senator from New Jersey> 

"These throwaways charged that the SWP had not 
helped the NegroeS and the throwaways were es
pecially designed to set forth arguments known 
to have been put forward by Stewart. (deleted 
passage) [It should be noted as a passage was 
deleted by the FBI, what goes before is not 
necessarily connected with what follows] --
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"Material prepared by the New York office 
[i.e., presumably, not the material mentioned 
above which was prepared in Newark] has ap
peared in 'Spartacist' the publication of the 
Revolutionary tendency expelled from the SWP. 

"It is further known th~t James Robertson, a 
former SWP functionary expelled by the SWP, is 
now the leader of the Revolutionary tendency, 
believes material mailed to him by the New 
York office is valid and has accepted this 
material at its face value and has used it in 
its efforts to undermine the SWP." 

(2) The questionable accuracy of the FBI's 
conunents (relied upon by the Healyites in 
their attacks on the Spartacist tendency) can 
be judged by their error in describing James 
Robertson as "a former SWP functionary". 

(3) As far as can be ascertained the Sparta
cist League was in fact fooled by these FBI 
dirty tricks on onLy one oaaasion. It appears 
that a four-line extract from a longer letter, 
published in Spartaaist number 2 (July-August 
1964) under the heading "Letters Received: 
Some responses to Our First Issue" orginated 
in the FBI. This is a aompLete aopy of what 
we pubLished from the FBI: 

"New York, N.Y. 
"I saw 'Spartacist' and it opened my eyes. 
I'm too much conunitted to get out and join 
you, but believe me there are more than a few 
of us inside supporters. You may be 
interested to learn ... [There followed infor
mation internal to the "United Secretariat of 
the Fourth International" which we did not 
publish] 

"Comradely, 
"The Insider" 

(4) The Spartacist tendency, also in 1964, 
was sent other material in the COINTELPRO pro
gram intended to discredit SWPers involved in 
the defence of some anti-racist activists in 
Monroe, North Carolina. (The ~epresentatives 
of Healyism in the United States received 
exactly the s~e material.) Our onLy ",Use" 
of this material was to forward photostat 
copies to the SWP, with the annotation: 

"We seem to have landed on somebody's 'hate 
the SWP' list. You P~opll'l.~;running tlle Party 
have given us good reason to despise you for 
your expulsions, but we don't go for libel, 
either, so we thought we should warn you of 
it." 

It would appear that the only success that the 
FBI has had in the matter is to give the Healy
ites material with which to manufacture a vile 
and baseless libel against the Spartacist League. 
Unproved accusations that sections of the workers 
movement serve the bourgeois police aid only the 
bourgeoisie. It is a function of the political 
police to artificially encourage dissension in 
the workers movement and. vigilance must be exer
cised-'to ensure.they are not able to cut.across 
the necessary struggle for revolutionary poli
tics. The SLL could stage nothing better to warm 
the hearts of the FBI, ASIO and other centres of 
politic~l reaction, than this irresponsible. and 
despicable cop-mongering. It can be well docu
mented that a most valued technique of the cops 
is to create a climate of mutual suspicion in the 
left, to' create the belief that "there's an agent 
behind every mail box". 

THE BALA TAMPOE CASE -- A QUESTION OF INTEGRITY 

Perhaps the aspect of the Hea1yite smear cam
paign most·damaging to them is that, despite 
their accusations that the Spartacist League is 
sufficiently unscrupulous about its sources as. ·to 
be ·a.conduit for the material of provocateurs, 
they find it possibLe to use Spartaaist materiaL 
against their other opponents. 

In Spartaaist number 21 (published in the 
northern "Fall" of 1972 by the Spartacist League 
of the United States) we printed some documents 
revealing ser.ious violations of conununist 
morality on the part of Bala Tampoe, leader of 
the Lanka Sama Samaja Party (Revolutionary); 
Ceylon section of the "United Secretariat of the 

fourth International" (represented in Australia 
by the Conununist League and the Socialist Workers 
League). What we published were records of the 
"Ninth World Congress" of the United Secretariat, 
specifically the repQrt of its conunission on 
Ceylon, the minority report of the Indian 
delegate who was a member of that commission, and 
an extract from the minutes of the congress. We 
received the reports from Edmund Samarakkody, 
leader of the Revolutionary Samasamaja Party (now 
the Revolutionary Workers Party), which had 
broken away from the LSSP(R) and was developing a 
relationship of close fraternity with the Sparta
cist tendency. As comrade Samarakkody said "At 
the end of the deliberations on the Ceylon ques-
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tion the Praesidium collected the copies of the 
report ••. I however had with me my copies ... 
.made by me from the originals." Thus although we 
knew these damning documents were authentic, we 
could'not prove it, and were forced to rely on 
the authority of comrade Samarakkody's reputation 
for integrity and our own. Immediately after we 
published these documents the Healyites used them 
to attack the United Secretariat, eventually 
admitting their source. Apparently the Healyites 
are not above using material which is guaranteed 
only by the integrity of the source from which it 
emanates, the SL, whose integrity they now slan
der claiming it is willing to "use handouts from 
whatever quarter to satisfy their factional 
hysteria"! 

Healy's model of proletarian morality is 
matched in this matter by his rival imposter
claimants to the mantle of the Fourth Inter
national, the "United Secretariat". They simply 
denied the whole thing. In their definitive 
treatment of the question, "Ceylon and the Healy 
School of Falsification" by Jaya Vithana, pub
lished in InteraontinentaL Press 19 March 1973, 
they claim that neither the Ceylon Commission of 
their "World Congress", nor the reports of that 
commission ever existed! "In fact the USFI ap
pointed no such commission. Nor is there such 
a report or reports." Milady doth protest too 
much. All original copies of the reports may 
have been destroyed, but the minutes of the Con
gress were widely circulated in the US Socialist 
Workers Party (SWP) InternationaL Information 
BuLLetin No 9 July 1969 "(Published as a frater
nal courtesy to the United Secretariat of the 
Fourth International)". This widely available 
document, the authenticity of which is beyond 
question, reports the setting up of the Ceylon 
Commission, noted a report from it and a dis
cussion, and repeated a five-part motion ema
nating from it and summarising the conclusions of 
the majority report. Thus, as we have said be
fore "Vi thana stands condemned as a liar by the 
official minutes of his own organisation!" 

THE JOSEPH HANSEN. "CASE" -- A QUE$TION OF SMEAR 

The outrageous and unfounded slanders of 
Healyism against the ~partacist tendency follow 
directly upon the publication by the Br~J:Jsh ..... "~ 
Healyit~()f""Security 'and thei'ourth Inter" 
national", which is republished as a pamphlet in 
Australia by the Socialist Labour League. The 
purpose of this document is to imply that all the 
enemies of Healyism more or less directly serve 
the political police of the bourgeoisie. Central 
to the pamphlet is Joseph Hansen ("theoretician" 
of the SWP). By patching together fragments of 
the history of' perils and tragedies suffered in 
the past by Trotskyism as a result of the activi
ties of the political police, together with de
liberately vague suggestions regarding Hansen's 
role at the time of Trotsky's assassination by 
the GPU, and a distorted account of the "revel
ations" of an ASIO hireling (subsequently estab
lished to be mentally unstable) who spent some 
time in the Melbourne Bran~h of the SWL, the 
Healyites have produced a document which system
atically insinuates that Hansen is a police 
agent. These brave cowards of th~ International 
Committee are far too "principled" to make their 
charges explicit, but instead infuse their pam
phlet with innuendo, and conclude it with the 
sentence "The International Committee is rec
ommending to the Sixth World Congress [ie, being 
held by the IC] that a special fund be started 
to provide resources for a thoroughgoinginvesti
gat ion into security in the Fourth International 
and the role of individuals such as Hansen." 

Now, Hansen must be exposed before the workers 
movement and condemned ror his renegacy from rev
olutionary politics. He is certainly no paragon 
of proletarian morality and, indeed shares re
sponsibility as the editor of InteraontinentaL 
Press for the publication of Jaya Vithana's lies 
in the Bala Tampoe case. However, no evidence 
whatever has been presented to support the dis
graceful charges of complicity with the bourgeois 
cops which have been implied against him by the 
Healyites. Indeed, they serve only to denigrate 
the importance of a political struggle against 
Hansen, which it seems is the last thing Healy 
wants or is able to do. The charges are a cop
out. But they are not charges against Hansen 
alone, for Healyism has developed the doctrine 
that all its political opponents are "politi
cally suspect", that is, suspected of being de
cisively influenced by the bourgeois police and 
therefore presumably, outside the workers move
ment. 

Under the sub-head "Politically suspect" on 
page 23 of "Security and the Fourth Inter
national" we find: 

"Hansen's explicit defence of that inter
national fraternity of Mensheviks -- Tate, 
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Robertson, Thornett, Wohlforth and Pablo ~
and his ingrained and ~emarkable indifference 
to poliae surveillance, combined with his deep 
hatred for the leadership of the Workers Rev
olutionary Party, confirms the extremely reac
tionary and politiaaly [sic] suspeat nature of 
the Soaialist Workers Party leadership. 
Hansen's slanderous attacks on the Inter
national Committee in general and Comrade 
Healy in particular are an expression of the 
morbid cynicism and class hatred of the reac
tionary American middle class and the imperi
alist bourgeoisie against the conscious ef
forts of the most advanced sections -of the in
ternational working class to build revolution
ary parties to smash capitalist rule and es
tablish the dictatorship of the proletariat. 

"The essence of this fight today is to defend 
the democratic centralist structure of the 
party from its detractors and, in this way, 
resist the infiltration of poliae agents and 
provoaateurs and prepare the party and the 
working class for its historic tasks. This 
struggle is inseparably interwoven with the 
political exposure of the slanderous lies, 
half-truths and deceit of Hansen, not to men~ 
tion his obscene sneers at the justified and 
essential security precautions of the move
ment." (emphasis added) 

"Poli tically suspect"?! The Spartacist League 
declares that there is nothing suspect about the 
SWP's politics whatever. It's all out in the 
open -- -their a pack of craven and shameless re
formists! The only meaning of the phrase "pol
itically suspect" is to' imply that the SWP is an 
organisation of cops, an accusation which com
bines a certain stupidity with a contempt for the 
intelligence of the workers movement and ruthless 
malice towards its need for principled political 
struggle. 

The development of the doctrine of the "pol-' 
itically suspect" nature of all opponents is a 
response to the difficulties faced by the shrink
ing IC, the rupture with Thornett and his sup
porters in Britain and Tim Wohlforth, former 
leader of the American representatives of the IC. 
In these circumstances, as could be expected at 
some time in any event, the mythology of a fake 
"dialectic", a crankish leadership cult, appeals 
to the authority of a fraudulent "Fourth Inter
national", petty slanders, exclusion of opponent 
groupings from their public meetings, and use of 
violence against rival tendencies in the workers 
movement have become inadequate as a means of 
protecting their membership from learning the 
truth about their ,politic;:s. 

Since January 1973 the Spartacist League has 
been banned from public meetings of the SLL. We 
have frequently and vigorously protested against 
this violation of workers democracy and cynical 
attempt to avoid exposing their membership to our 
political views. 

The current Workers News editorial, "The 
danger of provocation", deals in part with the 
situation on the evening of 2 June outside the 
Teachers Federation Building in Sydney where 
Gerry Healy was to speak: "At the public [sic] 
meeting held by the Socialist Labour League in 
Sydney last Monday members and supporters of the 
Spartacist League staged a picket and attempted 
to provoke incidents at the entrance to the 
hall." With characteristic dishonesty the SLL 
omits to mention that the Spartacist League 
picket was a direct and proper response to our 
exalusion from the so-aalled publia meeting (de
spite the fact that the Spartacist League had 
bought the required tickets from the Third World 
Bookshop), a serious violation of the principle 
of open political struggle between tendencies in 
the workers movement. The SLL also omits any de
'tails of the supposed attempts to "provoke inci-

dents", because there were none. With blatant 
hypocrisy the SLL goes on to say "The attempts at 
disrup.tion outside the meeting [How exactly could 
we disrupt from outside _the meeting anyway?] 
could 'have one consequence only; to attract the 
attention of the police and expose the meeting to 
the danger of their intervention." The Healy"ites 
must learn to accept responsibility for their own 
actions. Our picket was a result of their viol
ation of workers democracy. If they felt it en
dangered them, they had at their disposal a fool
proof method of bringing it to an end: make 
their "public" meetings truly open to the working 
class public! In fact, for all their hysteria, 
the unfavourable attention of the police is, of 
course, not likely to be directed towards the 
presumably respectable sponsors of a "public" 
meeting, but towards the protestors outside. The 
police did not try, on Monday night, to pretend 
that members of the SLL were blocking the pave
ment, but members of the Spartacist League. The 
police did not rip placards of the SLL off their 
poles, but placards of the Spartacist League. 
(The disgraceful cynicism of the SLL in this 
matter can: be seen from the fact that the SLL has 
itself picketed in exactly the same place out
side a Congress of the Australian Council of 
Trade Unions on 23 September 1974.) 

The SLL has also habitually used threats of 
violence against the Spartacist League, which 
cannot be taken lightly in view of the fact that 
similar threats have actually been carried out by 
Healyites in the past. The function of such 
threats is two-fold: to attempt to scare the 
Spartacist League away, and to create a climate 
in which, when it suits the Healyites a line of 
blood can be drawn between 'their membership and 
the Spartacist League, in order to further in
oculate their membership against Spartacist pol
itics. 

We now have occasion to release a letter pre
viously sent to the SLL. 

"The Political Committee, 
Socialist Labour League, 
Sydney. 

"Comrades: 

"23 September 1974 

"As noted in Australasian Spartaaist no 6 
we have denounced your organisation's use of 
threats of physical violence as a crude at
tempt at political intimidation. We repeat 
that such methods of avoiding political 
clarification are a rejection of workers' 
democracy supposedly upheld by you as fol
lowers of., Tr~tsky, 

"The SLL's fear of political exposure from 
political debate within the workers movement 
has led you to exclude the Spartacist League 
and other working class tendencies from your 
publia meetings and to physical intimidation 
of SL members who try to engage SLLers in pol
itical discussion in public. To date these 
threats have not amounted to much. However, 
we are concerned at the viciousness of the 
two recent incidents of physical threats made 
by leading members of your organisation. 

"The first incident, witnessed by several 
SL members, occurred on 26'August when Jim 
Mulgrew, your National Secretary, approached 
an SL member selling Australasian Spartaaist 
outside the SLL public forum on Historical 
Materialism, accusing him of "accosting my 
wife fl the previous Friday. Comrade Mulgrew 
then proceeded to inform our comrade that "I 
will cripple you for life if a similar inci
dent occurs-again". Mulgrew was apparently 
referring to the fact that an SL comrade had 
approached SLL member Val Murphy at the Cen
tral Railway Station the previous Friday and 
asked' her to'discuss some of the differences 
between the two organisations but when she re~ 

, 
Spartacists on Trades Hall steps after beingASP 

ordered outside on 8 June. SLers stood in 
similar non-obstructive positions on 16 June. 

fused the matter ended there. 

"The second incident took place at the 
Mandel meeting of 12 September, where Terry 
Cook approached an SL member, asked if he 
knew of Ernie Tate, and said: 

"'There were members in our party who think 
that Tate shouldn't have just got his head 
bashed in but his intestines ripped out. 
There are people in our party who think you 
are worse than Tate and if we gave the word 
you people wouldn't know what hit you. 
What happened to Tate would be nothing com
pared to what you would get .... You had 
better be careful, real careful.' 

"After having denied for years any responsi
bility of the British SLL (now Workers Revol
utionary Party) for the gangster attack on 
Ernie Tate, Terry Cook has not only admitted 
approval of gangsterism within the workers 
movement but has also implied at minimum re
sponsibility for the Tate beating. 

"In the tradition of the Bolsheviks the 
Spartacist League supports the principle of 
workers' democracy, for the open contest of 
differing political tendencies within the 
working class. We remind you in particular 
that the Trotskyist movement which you claim 
to stand for has, since its inception, had to 
uphold this principle against the violence and 
slander of reformists and Stalinists. Stand
ing in that tradition, we will not be intimi
dated by your Stalinist tactics. 

"We demand that you put a stop to this 
hooligan intimidation. In the event of 
further threats the working class will be in
formed internationally as to the mode of your 
'political' struggle. 

"Finally, Terry Cook repeated your slander 
that SLers are 'anti-communist provocateurs'. 
In Australasian Spartaaist no 8, May 1974, we 
challenged the SLL to 'PRODUCE YOUR "EVIDENCE" 
OR PUBLICALLY AND UNEQUIVOCALLY RETRACT YOUR 
STATEMENT!' To date you have not replied~ and 
your complete silence in response is an ad
mission of slander in the worst tradition of 
Stalinist calumny. 

"Toward the rebirth of the 
Fourth International. 

"Adaire Hannah 
for the Spartacist League." 

[Carbon copies were sent to representatives of 
the Spartacist tendency internationally and the 
IC internationally.] . 
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DOCUMENTS-What really happened in the SWP

J The 1961.1965 documents concerning the origins of the Spartacist • 
League/US and the Workers League (US supporters of the Inter. • t J3"tlehn 
national Committee) are available in the Spartacist League's Marx· Jta"xi.1 t R. II' JieJ'x,.... \963 
ist Bulletin series: U et".. part ,,-

MB number One " In Defence of a Revolutionary Perspective. 
Statement of position by the Revolutionary Tendency to the June 
1962 plenum of the SWP National Committee (23 pages, 25 cents). 

MB number Two .' The Nature of the Socialist Workers Party
Revolutionary or Centrist? 1961.62 discussion material of the 
Revolutionary Tendency within the SWP (73 pages, One dollar). 

MB number Three, part One ., The Split in the Revolutionary Ten· 
dency. Documents on the 1962 rupture of the Revolutionary Ten. 
dency by Philips, Wohlforth and Healy (40 pages, 75 cents). 

MB number Three, part Two " Wohlforth Against the RT. 1963 
documents on Wohlforth's conniving with the SWP leadership for 
the expulsion of the RT (39 pages, 75 cents). 

MB number Three, part Four •• Conversations with Wohlforth. Min. 
utes of the 1965 unity negotiations between Spartacist and the pre. 
decessors of the Workers League (79 pages, One dollar). 

MB number Four, parts One and Two ., Expulsion from the Socialist 
Workers Party. 1963.65 documents on the exclusion of supporters of 
the Revolutionary Tendency (120 pages total, 50 cents each). 

Available from Spartacist Publications, 
GPO Box 3473, 
Sydney, NSW 2001 
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Healyites FBI-bait Spartacist 

Facts refute SLL smear 
With a headline almost big enough for a scan

dal sheet like Melbourne's Sunday Observer, the 
Socialist Labour League's Workers News of 17 June 
1975 "reached a new fever pitch" in its attempts 
to smear the reputation of the Spartacist League. 
Their conclusion: 

"They [the Spartacists] constitute the worst 
type of subjective idealists, grabbing at FBI 
handouts, without checking the source and 
making wild scurrilous and lying accusations 
about violence in order to play up to the 
petty bourgeois and anti communist gallery. 
They constitute the political syphilis of the 
revolutionary left." 

Who lies? Who resorts to violence? Who uses 
the gutter press techniques of slanderous 
sensationalism? Who is guilty of gross irrespon
sibility and malicious distortion, disregarding 
or doctoring sources? Other articles in this 
issue prove to the hilt that it is the SLL, that 
the SLL, to use its own phrase, "constitutes the 
political syphilis of the revolutionary left"~ 
But in the 17 June Workers News centrespread, 
under the heading "THE PROOF", the fabrications 
and lies of the SLL -- the Australian agency of 
the "International Committee" run by Gerry Healy 
of the British "Workers Revolutionary Party" 
(WRP) -- are so extravagant and transparent in 
content, so poisonous and filthy in intent, and 
so potentially dangerous to the workers moyement 
as a "method", that it utterly destroys any pre
tence of credibility by this tendency, and can 
help us to show why the SLL's Stalinist tactics 
must be ruthlessly purged from the labour move
ment. (The article is reprinted in the 28 June 
Workers Press, organ of the WRP.) 

For those unfamiliar with the SLL's record 
and that of the SL, it may seem strange that the 
SLL should devote so much space of its "mass" 
paper to dark insinuations that not only the SL 
but also the Healyites' other opponents inter
nationally are tools of the class enemy's pro
fessional political police. Some of these people 
the SLL hopes to take in, believing in the old 
rule of thumb of bureaucrats, sellouts and bour
geois politicos: throw enough mud and some of it 
sticks. 

In the long run, of course, liars of this ilk 
are doomed by their own methods. Blatant lies 
can only be put over by bureaucratic suppression. 
And as much as Jim Mulgrew, National Secretary of 
the SL4might dream of it, the SLL does not have 
the clout, His mimickry of Stalin's big lie 
merely looks clownish. But in the short run, 
they hope to obscure matters sufficiently that 
they will not have to answer revolutionary criti
cism of their opportunism. In recent months we 
have exposed the bureaucratic internal regime of 
the Healyite IC (see Australasian Spartacist, 
no 18, April 1975, "Crisis hits Healyite 'Inter
national "') . We have shown how the SLL has aban
doned the Trotskyist transitional program and 
substituted crackpot melodramatics for Marxist 
theory (Australasian Spartacist no 19, May 1975, 
"SLL's 'answer' to crisis"). We denounced the 
SLL's arch-revisionist tailing of Stalinism in 
Vietnam in spite of the SLL's claims to be anti
revisionist. We exposed the enthusiastic build
up as a supposed "militant" it gave a known 

_ right-wing shop steward in the metal trades and 
pointed out the SLL opposes democratic control of 
the metal trades award campaign and shop-floor 
unity. (The SLL insists that the bureaucrats 
must be allowed to sellout strikes!) (Austral
asian Spartacist no 19, "For a continuing 
national strike!"). 

Unable to find a revolutionary line when faced 
with contradictoy.y social phenomena, the Healy
ites settle for denying reality in the name of 
Marxist orthodoxy. For example, they refuse to 
admit -- to this day -- that capitalist property 
relations have been overthrown in Cuba, because 
if Healy were to admit that Castro's petty-bour
geois guerrillas could overthrow capitalism, then 
he would have to tail after-Castro, unable to see 
that Castro could only create a qualitatively 
deformed workers state, requiring a political 
revolution led by a Trotskyist party to overthrow 
the Castro bureaucracy. Likewise, unable to deal 
with Marxist criticism of their departures from 
Trotskyism, the Healyites are driven to con
sciously falsify reality. That is what Beams 
really proves with his tirade. That is the SLL's 
real "method". 

The initial barrage of mud from the SLL 
(Workers News, 3 June 1975) was answered in an 
Australasian Spartacist supplement reprinted 
elsewhere in this issue. Beams starts off by 
saying that this response was 'an attempt to 
"cover up" the fact that Spartacist; the journal 
published by the Spartacist League of the US,_ 

once unknowingly printed material emanating from 
the FBI in the course of the FBI's attempts to 
deceive American Trotskyists and thus disrupt 
their activities. But the "cover-up" charge 
founders on one small point -- we were honest. 
As Beams notes, "The Spartacist League stated 
that in the first issue [actually, as we said in 
our leaflet, the second] of their American paper 
'Spartacist' (July-August 1964) .under the heading 
Letters Received, they did publish material from 
the FBI." 

Beams neglects to note a small difference be
tween the SLL's charges and our admission. The 
3 June Workers News quote from an FBI document 
does not say what "material" was "used" in 
Spartacist; but it is quoted in such a way as to 
suggest that it was the FBI's "throwaways" de
signed to disrupt the 1964 New Jersey election 
campaign of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) -
US co-thinkers of the Socialist Workers League 
(SWL) -- candidate, Lawrence Paul Stewart. In 
fact, the actual FBI document shows that there is 
no connection between the two paragraphs quoted 
together by the SLL. The document is an FBI 
evaluation of its program to disrupt the SWP 
(Memorandum dated 9 April 1965). As examples of 
the "value" to the FBI of the program, it gloats 
over a list of "successful" dirty tricks. The 
two paragraphs quoted are entirely separate el
ements in this list. 

In fact, the SLUS never received any such 
throwaways concerning Stewart. The SLL's quo
tation was a deliberate falsification; as Workers 
News' photocopies show, they must have had the 
full text of the document. And far from "cover
ing up", it was our leaflet -- NOT the SLL -
which first identified the "material" emanating 
from the FBI mistakenly published by us. 

This does not stop Beams. Who cares if the 
SLL doctored the evidence? Who cares if the SL 
was honest? They must be hiding something, 
whether or not there .is evidence of it. "They 
claim to have only been fooled once," says Beams, 
"but how are we to know this?" Well, there are 
several ways of finding out. One way is to check 
the record. Virtually every single piece of 
material published by the SLUS is still available 
today. Where is the evidence? Where is the 
further material published by the SL even suspect 
of emanating from the FBI? The SLL cannot find 
even one possible example of another such case. 
Furthermore: the publications of the Spartacist 
tendency show a scrupulous regard for accuracy 
and documentation. We have often printed correc
tions of even minor details. The SLL, in con
trast, has a history of misquotes, distortions, 
and simply cynical sloppiness. Another way is to 
look at the FBI documents available. Those 
available to us show that Robertson was sent 
anonymous material by the FBI on four occasions. 
In fact, there is no evidence in the documents 
that more than one was ever used in any way. 

But what exactly does Beams' question mean? 
It is deliberately ambiguous, part of the smear 
technique. Does -it mean that despite all pre
cautions, it is possible the SL might have been 
tricked by the FBI's devious forgeries more than 
once? The answer is yes, that is possible. 
Marxists do not believe in infallibility. Lenin 
was fooled by the Czarist secret. police more than 
once -- in fact a Czarist agent was on the 
Bolshevik Central Committee for years. To deny 
that the reactionary bourgeois state, with its 
vast powers and enormous technical resources, can 
fool revolutionaries, no matter how careful they 
are, is to deny materialism. Even the ever
vigilant Healy is fooled -- quite often, by his 
own account. At his first public meeting during 
his recent visit to Australia on 2 June, he 
claimed during the discussion period that the WRP 
has to throw out two police agents a week. 

Taken as a whole, what Beams' piece actually 
argues is, to formulate it precisely: 
(1) Robertson, a leader of the SLUS, once eleven 
years ago accepted as legitimate an anonymous 
letter which, unknown to him, was an FBI forgery. 
(2) That proves that Robertson and/or the SL 
never take any precautions with material received 
and use unverified information. (3) That is 
equivalent to "grabbing at FBI handouts, without 
checking the source". (4) By implication: ie by 
smear, that the SL is therefore a general conduit 
for FBI material. 

It is easy to see that this logic is a little 
faulty. There is nothing special about signed 
material. Signed material can be forged too, 
just like the anonymous letters which, as the FBI 
documents show, they took considerable care to 
give the appearance of legitimacy. How could the 
Spartacists have known it was a forgery? But in 
the event, none of the "information" in th.e. 
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letter as sent to us was used in any way. As 
published, in fact, its content was downright 
trivial, and as a whole it contained no false in
formation. Here, for the record, is the full 
text, including (in brackets) the portion not 
published in Spartacist: 

"Dear Jim, 

"I saw 'Spartacist' and it opened my eyes. 
I'm too much committed to get out and join 
you, but believe me there are more than a few 
of us inside supporters. You may be in
terested to learn [of a document I read over 
the other day. Sorry I don't rate getting a 
copy, but it was dated 1/6/64, and said in ef
fect, that the Pablo faction in the 'reunited' 
FI had issued a public organ 'Sous Ie drapeau 
du Socialisme', which outlines their views in 
opposition to the FI majority, principally in 
regard to the Sino-Soviet conflict. Also, the 
Australian and Dutch sections support PABLO. 
Needless to say, DOBBS et aI, true to charac
ter, are now moving to kick Pablo out of the 
Fl.] 

"Comradely, 

"The Insider" 

Given the witchhunting atmosphere in the SWP, 
aimed at supporters of the Revolutionary Tendency 
whose leaders just expelled from the SWP were 
publishing Spartacist, it was possible to believe 
that passive sympathisers of the RT might hide 
their identity but still wish to express their 
support in such a way. Neither Healy nor his 
supporters in the US, led by Tim Wohlforth and 
Fred Mazelis, nor anyone else ever brought up the 
matter of this unsigned letter until they found 
out from the FBI documents that it was a forgery. 
If it was so obvious, why didn't the Healyites, 
who claim to be experts, detect it when it was 
published in 1964? Finally, the FBI documents 
show Robertson was sent one further letter from 
"The Insider" by the FBI a week following the 
first. As far as we have been able to ascertain 
Robertson probably never received this second 
letter, and certainly, if it was received it was 
not used in any way. 

To repeat, this example in short proves 
nothing except that spartacist was once fooled by 
a calculated FBI forgery. On the other hand, we 
can prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that neither 
Robertson nor the SL "grab at FBI handouts with
out checking the source". -The proof can be seen 
graphically in the note by Robertson (reproduced 
on page five) to the SWP warning it of the two 
anonymous mailings slandering SWP supporters 
working in a committee to defend black rights in 
Monroe, North Carolina in 1964. This proves the 
exemplary vigilance and principle of the SL which 
in this case, at roughly the same time as the 
"Insider" letters were sent (April-May 1964), de
feated the attempted FBI provocation. The FBI 
also sent the same material to the Wohlforth
Mazelis group. Did they warn the SWP as well? 

Beams however claims "the release of the FBI 
files has provided evidence to suggest that the 
Spartacist League were [sic] influenced by the 
FBI on more than one occasion". By a selective 
quotation of the FBI documents, Workers News 
tries to "prove" that Robertson was sent another 
FBI anonymous "letter" urging him to split from 
the SWP. Then, Beams concocts a story that 
Robertson provoked his expulsion from the SWP. 
And there you have it: a classical amalgam of the 
crude type used by Stalin's murderous henchmen to 
"prove" Trotsky was an "agent of Hitler". The 
FBI wanted Robertson to split; Robertson sup
posedly wanted to split; therefore .... Robert
son/the SL was under the "influence" of the FBI. 

But what the documents do show is that the 
FBI's projected anonymous letter to Rober·tson 
published by Workers News was never sent. We 
document this fully in "PROOF: FBI dirty tricks 
and SLL frame-up" and the accompanying photo
copies of relevant documents on pages six-seven. 
In order to select the doctlJ-nents it has pub
lished, the IC would have had to have seen the 
other documents which totally refute the SLL's 
slanderous insinuations. Yet the Healyites make 
no mention whatsoever of these other documents. 
This is nothing but a fully conscious attempt to 
frame up the SL as "influenced" by the FBI by 
systematically falsifying the evidence! It re
veals the depth of the cynical corruption -- and 
the pathetic stupidity -- of the IC/SLL leader
ship. 

Even if we did not have access to the FBI 
material, Beams' fantastic rewrite of history in 
relation to the Revolutionary Tendency (RT) of 
the SWP should prove to every honest militant 
that everything emanating from the SLL is "sus-



( 

pect" -- as a pack of lies. Not a word can be 
trusted! 

The SWP had supported the International Com
mittee since the split with Pablo in 1953. Its 
rightward plunge into the camp of Pabloism (lead
ing towards its break from the International Com
mittee and support for "Reunification" with the 
Pabloist forces of the "International Sec
retariat" to form the present "United Sec
retariat" in 1963) had already by 1961 resulted 
in the formation of the Revolutionary Tendency 
which stood against this degeneration and was led 
by Wohlforth, Mage, White and Robertson. The RT 
recognised the leadership within the Inter
national Committee of the British Socialist 
Labour League (SLL) led by Healy. But in 1962, 
after Healy had issued to the IC and SWP a docu
ment entitled "Trotskyism Betrayed" attacking the 
SWP leadership's revisionism in the strongest 
terms, Healy and Wohlforth collaborated to split 
the RT over secondary issues, insisting that all 
RT members sign a document saying essentially 
that the SWP was still revolutionary. When the 
vast majority of the RT (which, agreeing with 
Healy's own characterisations, had drawn the con
clusion that the SWP had become centrist) refused 
to recant and sign, Wohlforth "expelled" the 
majo:l'ity and split, setting up the "Reorganised 
Minority Tendency". According to Beams' myth
ology, however, 

"At the point where the struggle for this dis
cussion inside the SWP was going ahead, James 
Robertson, who at that time led the majority 
faction of the opposition tendency within the 
SWP, issued a statement denouncing the SWP as 
a centrist party. Despite his claims to be in 
sympathy with the SLL, Robertson took this 
step on his own initiative and without con
sultation. Robertson's statements were seized 
upon by Hansen to completely divert the 
struggle for the discussion and subsequently 
expel the Robertson tendency as well .... As it 
was Hansen was able to proceed with the un
principled reunification and use the Robertson 
statement as a means of silencing opposition 
within the ranks of the SWP." 

Thus he "proves" that Robertson was "working for 
a split". 

Who is lying? The documentary record of the 
RT's struggle in the SWP, published by the 
Spartacist League, not suprisingly is deliber
ately ignored by Beams because it shows his story 
is pure fabrication. But Beams' story does not 

even resemble the concoctions previously cooked 
up by the Healyites. Not even the 64-page pam
phlet produced by Wohlforth in 1971, What is 
spartaaist?, to try to obscure and explain away 
the documentary evidence, makes such a wild as
sertion as that Robertson issued a document to 
the SWP claiming it was centrist. 

Robertson at no time while in the SWP "issued 
a statement denouncing the SWP as a centrist 
party". The truth is that the British SLL's 
"Trotskyism Betrayed" led to a clarification and 
hardening of views of a section of the RT leader
ship. Lynne Harper produced a draft document on 
the "Orientation of the Party Minority in Youth 
Work" (8 August 1962) and Robertson, along with 
Larry Ireland, produced "The Centrism of the SWP 
and the Tasks of the Minority", 6 September 1962. 
(Both documents are currently available from the 
Spartacist League in Marxist Bulletin no 2.) 
These were not issued to the SWP, but as a aon
t:l'ibution to discussion intePnal to the RT. The 
documents had some hard things to say about the 
SWP (in the context of stressing the need to make 
every attempt to remain within the SWP), but 
these would never have given Hansen "a means of 
silencing opposition within the ranks of the 
SWP", as Beams has the gall to say, had it not 
been for the actions of the Wohlforth/Philips/ 
Mazelis group who, after splitting from the RT, 
were responsible for issuing seleeted quotations 
and purported paraphrases of the Harper and 
Robertson-Ireland documents to the SWP. (Wohl
forth's 12 June 1963 document "Party and Class", 
reprinted in MB no 3 part II and its appendices, 
published in MB no 2). So it was not Robertson 
who precipitated his own expulsion and that of 
his political associates from the SWP,. but the 
founders of the Workers League. 

Wohlforth's role in engineering the expulsion 
of the RT is made quite clear in the speech in 
which Farrell Dobbs moved before the National 
Committee of the SWP for the expulsion of the 
leaders of the RT: 

"The suspensions hinge on the Robertson
Ireland and Harper documents, which were ap
pended to the Control Commission report of 
October 24 and with which you're all familiar. 
We first learned of the existence of these 
documents on the eve of the last party con
vention. Wohlforth exposed them in an article 
he submitted to the discussion bulletin (Vol. 
24, No. 27). He said of the Robertson-Mage
White faction: Theirs is a split perspec
tive .... 
"As National Secretary, I at that time, on the 

eve of the convention, requested copies of the 
documents from Robertson. He refused to make 
them available and said the proper procedure 
would be to convene a Control Commission in
quiry .... " (MB no 4 part II, P 72) 

According to Mazelis (current leader of American 
Healyism) in the eighth session of the unity 
negotiations between Spartacist and Wohlforth's 
American Committee for the Fourth International 
(8 October 1965): "Our approach to the 1963 Con
vention was basically very good, although our 
submitting material relating to our split in 1962 
to the Majority was a blunder, as we have acknow
ledged." (ME no 3 pt IV, "Conversations with 
Wohlforth") . 

Now let us proceed to some of the other points 
raised by the SLL article which throw light on 
the so-called "security question", the general
ised character of the Healyites' FBI/CIA-baiting 
smears, and the dangers of such rubbish to the 
workers movement. Beams writes, 

"Certainly the most important political point 
to be made in relation to their [the SL's] 
leaflet is the way they defend the role of 
Joseph Hansen one of the leaders of the re
visionist SWP. In their attempt to blur over 
the. vital security questions we have raised, 
they claim that we have called Hansen a police 
agent. 
"We have not said that Hansen is a police 
agent. What we have said is that his conduct 
warrants investigation." 

What !"e said of course in the leaflet (see page 
two) was that the Healyites "systematically in
sinuate that Hansen is a police agent. These 
brave cowards of the International Committee are 
far too 'principled' to make their charges ex
plicit, but instead infuse their pamphlet with 
innuendo .... " In other words, Beams sets up a 
straw man ....• and then confirms what we said. 

Accusations that someone in the workers move
ment is a police agent are deadly serious. Cops 
are despicable, the professional armed thugs of 
the ruling class. Cops in the workers movement 
are worse than scabs, a life-or-death question, 
and are treated accordingly. It is slimy and 
disgusting for someone in the workers movement to 
raise the question and then to try and wriggle 
out of responsibility for its consequences by 
bleating, "we only called for an investigation". 
Who does Beams think he is kidding? Such doubts 
must not be raised unless there is the most 

Continued on page eleven 
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In 1964, the FBI tried to disrupt the defence of tivil rights 
workers in Monroe, North Carolina by spreading slander that SWP 
leader George Weissman and SWP supporter Berta Green stole de
fence funds. circulating two spurious leaflets to a list of 
people including Robertson and Wohlforth. Spartaaist immediately 
forwarded copies to Green, Weissman and the SWP, with Robertson's 
handwritten note of warning (reproduced above): "We seem- to have 

landed on somebody's 'hate the SWP' list. You people running the 
party have given us 'good reason to despise you for your witch 
hunting expulsions. But we don't go for libel either. so we are 
keeping you informed of this stuff. This is the same handwriting 
as with the libelous 'To Whom It May Concern' which we received 
last month and sent a Xerox copy to Berta Green. Note that the 
typing on the mimeographed contents seems identical too." 
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By airtel 1-11-62 the Ne\~ York Officc requezted authority~ to 
nnonymou51y call Socialist ',iOl'kCl:S Party (Sin') headquarters to ini,Cc::\t<:' 
n Disrl1ption T-rograrn opel.'ation clcs~gr~cd to CGst suspicion on ~~~'.~ .... _ .. ::: 
r,::::;:'~:,: .: .... ;~.::) Jack Arnold, ~;'.-lP. membcr ann memher of the minoril)' i:>'c1:ic 
01' 'the YOllng Socialist Alliance (YS;\), oj: bping n ilurC'au infor:r.<lnt. .:: 
call ~10uld charge that Arnold had turned over to the Bun'au matet'ial 
pertaining to the YSA Convention held 12/29-31/61 at Chicago, Illinois. 

,The YSA is the youth group of the SHP \~hich has been designat 
pursuant· to Executive Order 10450 • The YSA minority haz opposed s;;,.' 
rlvu.i;-:.c.ti..::;,;;. c~ Y~.:"', r~lic~,. ,:,c;;~=c.i:"~ C~~:!. i:1 the..t. the YSA ~i!!'='!:'i.ty I)rr(\c:::~ 
the designation of Cuba as a true worker's.l'~ate. 

On 1-10-62 the ;'~e\Y",,"~~t6I~~~!'~;;c~\ved, follollinz an anon;::::c 
telephone call, .. n envelope bearing the name ·t<lC "Jacl' ,-.rnolcl - Dele:a~ 
New York" cont.::.ining no):es, a statement of ... rnold in support of the 'iii; 
minority faction, mime6grapheda&enda sheets and discuzsio!l bulletins. 
New York proposes to Icall S;,;,.> headqu .. rters and advise th .. t "Jack ".rnolc 
had been.in contact ~lith the FBI and had turned over all his !I'.aterial 
from the YSA convention" and that the caller "thought that the Part)" 

.might lil~e to ImOli about it." This call would make the S;·IF leacershi? 
cognizant of ".rnold "losing" his portfolio Olnd thnt the FBI possibly 
has this material. 

This action would undoubtedly result in the loss to the-Part: 
of a dedicated member (l.rnold) and cause considerable disrupJ;ion as 
the S\-IP would think that Arnold has been furnishing all infor;nation in 
his possession to the Bureau. In addi tion, this accusation could res,,: 
in t!he YSi,. minori ty rallying around ,.rnold and cause a spli t from t:-.e 
YS;'.of the minority faction, which would cause considerable disrl1p::io:1 
wi thin the Si·i!'. , _. '\ 

/')t .~'~"" .~~··~:·;~~:~:2~-::-~·~~··-·'··-·~~:" .... ~~:g;, 
Arnold is a logic.-u target as he recently was involved in 

a fist fight with the New Yprk Local So,!? organizer which resulted 
in an official censure of Arnold. Arnold's minority position also 
ndds to hiz selection. 

It is felt that the above proposal haz considerable merit 
nnd should be approved as considerable disruption could result fro~ 
this operatiori. 

RECO:·!:·!2;'\'DATI 0:1: 

\ 

If approved, the New York Office will be called nnd advise' 
to immediately proceed with this operation and proQptly furnish tho. 
.......... _________ .:1-.-: _____ ., ___ ... t...~ .... ' ........ ~ 

I 
vun:nu nUl ~UU5"'U"''''' ... ""~~ ... ~~ ~~""'~'~-'.-

""';:r:~ .,~<I') /",..-' '>:" ,I' ~ 
~;:,,;:)..- \,~.~,;j..iJ ~./'\ r'-· .. ·"!~ 
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FIGURE 1 (above). This document demonstrates the great danger of cop
baiting such as the SLL's. It shows how, in January 1962, the FBI ac
tually tried to frame up a loyal SWP member and RT supporter, Jack Ar
nold, as an FBI informer, in order to create an atmosphere of distrust 
in the SWP. The first FBI document dealing with Arnold, an "Airtel" 
from the FBI's New York Office (NYO) to the Bureau centre dated 11 
January 1962, reveals that someone unknown to the FBI had phoned the 
NYO saying that he "'had come across this material "' (described in the 
document above) which "he believed ... was 'Communistic' in nature. 
that the FBI would be interested in .•.. He refused to disclose where 
he located this material .... " The NYO suggested the frame-up, and 
speculated that Arnold might be expelled on suspicion, and even that 
he might "avenge .himself by cooperating with the FBI"! A further 
Airtel (NYO to centre, 16 January 1962) reported that on that date 
"the NYO telephonically contacted ... FARRELL DOBBS.... DOBBS ac
cepted the information concerning ARNOLD and did not further question 
the unidentified caller; however, thanked the caller very much for 
calling his office." It appears that Dobbs ignored the FBI's phone 
call; no action was ever taken against Arnold because of it, which 
shows how untrustworthy the FBI's evaluations of its deceptions are. 
The final item concerning Arnold, a Memo (NYO to centre, 26 February 
1962), lamented that nothing so far had come of this provocation. 
FIGURE 2. (right) This document is part of an FBI Memo (NYO to 
centre) dated 31 r4arch 1964 which began, "One phase of the NYO SWP 
disruption-program has been to use the factional developments' in the 
Party as a means of demeaning the leadership and demoralising the mem
bership." It then boasts about the FBI's forged letter to Dobbs- (see 
Figure 5), and gloats over the "disruptive effect" the expUlsion of 
the leaders of the RT had on the SWP: "Within the Party, there are 
rumblings of discontent in several branches of the SWP because of the 
'undemocratic' expUlsions." After noting that the SWP leadership had 
threatened expulsion "for anyone who cOllll1unicated with the ROBERTSON 
group", the Memo goes on to propose the two "Insider" forgeries to be 
sent to Robertson (see "Facts refute SLL smear" on page 4). The text 
of the second appears at right. Not content with these dirty tricks, 
the FBI planned to use Tim Wohlforth's faction, including current US 
Healyite leader Fred Mazelis, as an unwitting vehicle for future dis
ruption"tactics": "Consideration has been given to furnishing the 
SWP leadership information on WOHLFORTH'S secret trip [to see Gerry 
Healy in Britain], on the assumption that this would be grounds for 
expUlsion. It is felt, however, that WOLFORTH [sic] is of greater 
value for our purposes at this time, operating as an [sic] fifth 
column within the SWP." 

Page Six AUSTRALASIAN SPARTACIST July 1975 

"PROOF": 
FBI dirty tricks 
and SLL frame-up 

A lawsuit against the US Government initiated by the reformist 
Socialist Workers Party (SWP) of the US has resulted in the recent re
lease of a mountain of FBI files detailing its harassment and surveil
lance of left-wing and radical American organisations and individuals 
over the decades. The bourgeois courts cannot of course be expected to 
put a stop to activities essential to the bourgeois repressive state 
apparatus, but the exposure of the FBI resulting from the release of 
these documents, on a court order obtained in the course of the law
suit, is valuable both in revealing the fraudulence of capitalist 
"democracy" and for the information brought to light, particularly 
about the FBI's Counter-Intelligence Program (Cointelpro) disruption 
directed against the SWP. The SWP's paper, the Militant, reported on 
9 May that 3138 pages had already been released, with more coming out 
all the time. As well as the SWP, the Communist Party USA, Workers 
World, Progressive Labor, the Fair Play for Cuba Committees, the Free
dom Now Party, were among the organisations victimised by the FBI in 
the early sixties. The scope of the FBI's total campaign of harassment 
against not only the left but 'practically all resistance to oppression 
is only hinted at here. 

FBI Cointelpro documents have been made available to the Spartacist 
League of the US following a letter (29 May 1975) from the SL to the 
SWP National Office requesting any information in the documents per
taining to the SL, after a defamatory piece appeared in the Bulletin 
(23 May 1975) of the US Healyite Workers League (largely copied in a 
Workers News 3 June 1975 editorial). Prior to the Bulletin piece, 
the SLUS had no knOWledge of the documents referring to the Revolution
ary Tendency of the SWP (the predecessor of the SL) or Spartacist. 

The Healyites try to give the impression that James Robertson, a 
~eader of the RT and the SL, was singled out for special attention by 
the FBI. This is entirely false. In fact, Robertson is mentioned in 
twelve documents, while ten mentioned Tim Wohlforth, leading represen
tative of Healy In the US at the time. Out of the whole mass of avail
able material, there is evidence that only four spurious items of the 
kind the SLL writes of were ever sent to Robertson (only three appear 
to have been received); five to Wohlforth; and numerous such FBI fakes 
to a variety of leftists, including to Farrell Dobbs, at the time the 
National Secretary of the SWP. 

Workers News "establishes" that the SL is under the "influence" of 
the FBI by printing one of the documents, a Memo from the FBI New York 
Office (NYO) to the Bureau centre dated 19 April 1963, which spells out 
a proposed anonymous letter to Robertson pretending to be from an SWP 
member and urging him to split from the SWP. The whole Workers News 
"Proof" of Spartacist links to the FBI is based on the pretence that 
Robertson fell for this planned provocation and his expulsion from the 
SWP was a consequence. But the other FBI documents, which the Healy
ites have consciously suppressed, establish conclusively that this 
anonymous letter was never sent. Only a week later, a Bureau centre 
letter to the NYO (dated 25 April 1963 and referring explicitly to the 
19 April letter) vetoed the suggestion: it was to be "held in abey
ance". (See Figure 3.) It was less than three months later that 
the Wohlforth/Mazelis tendency, not Robertson, provided the Party 
leaders with the information about Robertson's internal RT "statement" 
which was used as a pretext for Robertson's expulsion. Other forged 
FBI proposals to provoke a split were also considered to be sent to 
Wohlforth (and eventually rejected) (eg, letter to the centre from the 
Detroit FBI office, 14 March 1963. This specific proposal was vetoed 
in a letter from the NYO to the centre dated 28 March 1963). 

Continued on page nine 

y::~~;;::::::J 

The. doctlme!1t ref"erl'cd to in the c.bove Pl'opo::;cd 
letter ,'Iaz sent to all'altcrna.te'and ·r(~Gulnr .,~at:ior!::!l 
Comml ttec rnc:nbers . of the S:·;P in Pcbr:laJ'Y, 19511. HOLlEllT,';Oi-l 
can be prcsuncd intcrc5te-d in any fnct10n dovcloFJc.:nt:', on 
the intet'nntion:ll Trotslcyizt sccne· dctrimental to the 
intcrests of" th~ SHP. 

A . second letter to be sent approxim::ltely a I'leek 
1atcl' I'lith the same paper and tYPCl'lriter t'/ould ·.read, 
i1' approved, as 1'01101'IS: 

"De,ar Jim,-

"Here 1s c:. little tidbit t'li1ich you l:laybc 
haven't heard or--DIL~ and ZIT;\ have rcj~ctcd rl'rotsky1sm 
and have gCTlC over to the Stalinists. I cc~i1' t· im'!.sine 
tlhy they 1\hculd becol:le disillusioned t':ith the Party! 

;'Comradely 
n'l"oe Insj.der" 

The*<>l:DvC is based on th~- f::.ct thc.t t:y S:·jp 
memb£!:.s , E!~ ;;ITZGIE5Gl~' ~nd ZI::,~V.f!:;·~::~CH, have' f0t~'::'la~ 
~y and rep' r_edly ere ,attendinC\;·i"rxist clas1;e:; of" 
flERBERT APTlEhER.. I r"'~' . 

- -Z.. ............ ~.~ 
. ~ It is note~.\'!;h::? ~n~ther _l!lfi<:l~r.~, a!1 S;T-,. .... ~;, 

ninorit'l{o~action, T! .... :( .. O'wFuR!H, remains :ntol:-. toe <'arty.' :..,. .•. , ....... _ 
ric has/tJpi:!nly att:.c:{().t\ the leader3hip in recent r.lOnths, 
pref"errint;. to r.taneuver 'in .secret. 'A3 an exa~:pl'C; \-lOHLFORTH 
reccn~il.y'. 3!lent a '~/eek in ;;"0']::.;:1. conf"errinr> t·,ith an :!-lly, 
JEHfJ,X,i:.:.LY, a British Trotfl!{ylte le:ldcI'. 

'\, Consider.ation h~s been' eiven to fur'ni;;hinG thc 
S~IP leadership i'nf"ormation en iW,n:.FORTH'S .secret trip, on 
the a.ssul:1ption that thi::; ~':o:lld be grounds f"or expulsion. 
It is felt, hc· .. :eve·!", th3.t ~-!CLF'G?TH -is of crcatel:' value for' 
our purposea at this ti~, c,eratinG as ar. f"if"th column 
within the S;·:P. Especially s6 :;ince ROEEn'l'SON i::; already 

i:.~·.":';.:· ~;":'--";,~"-,,,,,,,;~ 

ca1'r:';in[> cn an opcnly aclrnol'/ledeCcl active l'icht fro:~ tne 
out::;ldc. . 

Bureau approval ,.S rCQuested f"or the sUGGe:;teCl 
letters to J,\f.iES nODER'l'SO:I, outlilwd above. 

l~ 
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SOCI! .. LI:3T l:-r)!"!:rr.!!S P.~r-.T\" 
IltTr.~:'!tL Z;-C~.1ITY - S;;P 
DIS;::U;':'l'IC:1 ~::C":lA?l 

April 25, 10,,3 

ReNnet 'l/1!:J/u3 1:1 c:tptionccl tlatter (Iud In{(lirtc1 
4/1!J/G3 cOllcel'niu!; the couteop.J.atcd .. s.,le of .:':o'Jlltain Spl'in;;: 
Cnap. . 

The su:;:g<:stion subnittcd in l'cfcrenccd l{c·.y Yor:t 
cot2:lu~ication to SO!ld r..n ~n~n::r!ou~ letter to J'F.i.10S l~obcrtson. 
D r::lnoj.·ity :s::::tiO:'l In:;-Ccl.· t~·ith:"n ~hc t;o::i~li;jt ~·.~r!;cr::; lj:rty 
(f;'.~:?).' i~ ::'::-~":l·~ci:ltcd. !t i~ felt, !~O·.~IC·.,,(.:l·, th~t :';UCll :.n 
C!Pc1'nt'.oll :,ould not fulfill t;le oll.1ccti\'c ot c::ucin:: 
wlc;c:";!lrc:;d di:-..r;,,:rcin!l r.'lthin t!lC S~:.?.. Therefore, tills 
B'.JH:1Csi:io:l" !s bciZ;;; ~:cld i:1 n~~Y~4i~C !iendi~:; further c::plo_ 
1"lItign of opcrnttlOlE!3 abed nt di~'ruptinz the S',,? on II lllr;:cr 
scnlc. 

In conncction with tho o!>ove. :<'::'.1 Yor:~ should 
OXplOl'C til" p<>::;::.ii)ilit:r oi dL3r~::Jtin,; ·th" cht:,inil!~ 01 1\ 

pite for t!:.o :t'O .. thc'1~linl 7/L;-::1/G:j cO!llicntio:l ,:ilich i:; no:. 
'to be held :::O:::c'::hcrc in :'10-.1 Yn::-:.: City. "£'lC::Y ciio!'"t s!lculc! 
be I!lr.dc to ct!t~!"~lno tile location oz this convC'!ltio:l aud, in 
tho (:~Ic:nt :;;o::c c:.l1~~~::~ti-:c c:::l. .... ;;ion i;.;;' ::o:.:..~:;l;;.!c. !';u..!.t:::"lc 
rcccr.....!:lcnd:t19!l;.i sllould be t.)Ub:littcd ,i'<.Jl· ::'Pj.)..:.,"o\tnl. 

lie., \"131'1: should olso !:la~e Il dcternin:ltion I\S to 
.bleh J:lei:l!>ers of the l:linOl'lty factions ·"ithin t!lc S,.? could 
lozicnlly ro.:cive nn nnO:lyr.:CtlS zUlilinIT :llon~ t~c linc3 -
6U:li:Cntcd in 2'ulct of :;/2:J/'J"J. Views of the 1;c\1 Yorl~ Or.f!cc 
should n1:;0 lJo tu=ni;>~ed .conccrni:l~ t!lC po;,;:;ibili ty ot 
scndln~ fiUch n.n nno:lj'QOUS co=unic::tlo!l to sa' heac:l'lu:-.rte4's. 

In cO:J!":C..!'.:!C:l ·.:·it~l l"c;7crc:l.::cd i:c;:r,r!·: nirtc~, ~:c';nrk 
should cc.lvi.;c ':;ilct:~(:r rny puJl!.c :lotico :lh:lt:3o<"!":cr hr-~ iJc.;::n 
given rc.:;::.xdin~ t:l~ .5:J.'1c of ::ou:1tnin :.:.?rin~ G;::.!,?, ~:n!..ihin .. ;toLl, 
l{c'Y Jt!!"::::cy. In the c:vcnt tj!.l~ i:; !'ubli.= ':':..:';:·or:-:'~L1o!1, ~':':-':t;:::;
!lcnd:'!tio:l:l U;'lccr ci'~~1oncd pro~rt'n ~not11d !)C ':";'iJl~r.lit:tcd 101' ._ 

coa~i.:.!,:,."::·.:ic~ i:l ;: .... ;;~':;.::l.1l.; ;!1l :::.1:t:icio ,,(U:1:.lh':l." (':;;~~OoJll!.! t!~ .. ..:"( 
true nntm''': of t:1C c:::':P. ~rl 

E=~1:~~='::~6 
, 

. ..-..~ ........... :"" ..... """'"'"~~ ..... --.~ .. 
.~. 

~. 
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FIGURE 3, A proposed provocation directed at Robertson is rejected 
by the FBI only a week later: "The suggestion submitted in refer
enced New York communication [the 19 April 1963 letter published in 
Workers News] to send an anonymous letter to James Robertson, a min
ority faction leader within the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), is ap
preciated. It is felt, however, that such an operation would not 
fulfill the objective of causing widespread disruption within the SWP. 
Therefore, this suggestion is being held in abeyance pending further 
exploration of operations aimed at disrupting the SWP on a larger 
scale." Other documents verify no such letter was ever used by FBI. 
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ReBulet to NY, 11/111/02, 

lJ/~T':: I .,~ •. ., 

'rhe D..lrer'..u l~e(ll.H:~·:~tcd in relet tll"':'t thl~ ;!¥O ~:!1('ll···-.·" .j .• 
submit coplen of t!:c lllG/,':;~ :L!j!3~l0 of "'lliJe ';':orkcp I tc ~'::"·1.~~!~:.~~--' 
l:~t:cr~ .. ?~~ .~?~ .~l·.~P •. 2r-~~iS \-l~:.~ i'~:: ~h~l.~:~~l'!~~~CI."~~) ~::~:e?:}~:~T!~· .. ~ 
dl vlup .......... rl.,;,-.. t~(, tJ.c bt- ..... _.u on loI.C J. ... ct ...... , .. ~ tn,-, 0..)\'. L L .. ~d ... u~_~;;(~i'~._:! 
the CP in :1 t~ f~-cht u~;n:~n:..:t the Be Carl'an Act ;;.r.'~! the ll/()/C~ 
issue of. :trl'hc !·/orJ,er li cnrrJ.cd an nrt;'clc crj,tl(;~l of the S~·::·. 

On 11/2~./(~:, j.~~uc:; of' flT1H~ \-.~or!~(;r::, COiltt.;J.:t:~.!::; t;:·: 
notation sU,"':i':c:_:t~d b~i th'~= !)urcnu, ~':c'rc rn.:l.lc(! :.n co~:-:m0!~c:1 nIl:; 
pUt'c!H~scd cn'vclor;o3; tc t.he r .. ::';{ SVIP lcr:a.(\('P:J ] it.tc(i ~~l":'l·.:J: 

~~;~t~i~I~~~;:ss 'Xr::~7:::::.': .. ~~~.::.~~ .. ':~o ..... . 
/JY {·r 

IIA1n~y. ':~~J:~G" ...... 
OI·opnF!· "-IS""'" 

f :. ./H ::;l.~~:~ ~~~.:... ..:>.·u .... ·• 
',lUHTI ,: :, .'.l.,., 
TJI,j'J,,:OHIJt'OH'lH 

-,!-;~ 

THe r;ur-CC:U ;·1111 hc proJn!)tly ·advi~,('d :if 2ny tan,;.: bJ.c 
rc:nult::; arc ob1..:a':ncd from thi::; m:l.Lljng. ' 

It is the opinion of the NYO that the netlo!! ),:; t!l:: 

"'f', 

8\'11' \'ih1ch led to the t!D':)earmce or [!.::'ticlc~ in ~'':ChL' ~':or'::0r:' oi' 
11/1! and GIG?, 13 evidence of a di~ruptivc acti-on \·;:.iC;l :1a:-; 
already t2~:cn plc::.ce H.::thin the C? lc(:.dcI'~:,:d.p. It h.:l.c been not~-:.~· 
in the past thcLt the C!~ dO~'ln[;1'Edc;1 the 'l'l'ot,~:::yl~tc but c;:l:/" 
on very l.nrrcq.~<jnt cccnsio:-l:::; ar,,?c~r's in,;urect e!"~ct.l~!: b:r a • 
Trotr;!(yite «t~o.c;,,: to devote tlny .:;r-cat Dr:iount of :::;;:.[~CC to thi:~:· .~. 
iS~lle in it~ ruolle-'··: on- ... .- ... , .... 'I.~··' -'· ... 1 ..... ·' • 

f::=::'=:'AO __ ':'~~:~:;::::t;[;:~~\:~=;_~,~~',:~5.-· J 

~:;)~l;·::~1~::1;~t. t"~1' 
t. II' 

• ,"1 

.!~,:::.;;;~.::,~:.~ 
• .,..._ ...... 4 .. r:-., • ...--•• ,_.~_r"'_, .• ;.;. 

FIGURE 4. Among FBI material sent to Woh1forth, among others, from 
early on in the SWP disruption program, was that referred to above, at
tempting to undermine SWP efforts for a united front against undemo
cratic laws. It reveals the FBI's crude assumptions about the left in 
deSigning its disruptions. The FBI sent copies of an article critical 
of the SWP from The Worke~ (Communist Party USA) to SWP leaders. On 
the second page of the above letter, however, the FBI NYO notes its 
discovery that "it appears that the SWP leadership is well aware of ma
terial printed in 'The Worker'." They still hoped that their flopped 
trick might "refresh the memory" of the SWP leadership about Stalinism 
and "keep the SWP attacking the CP"! 
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17 SOCIALIST lmmmns rAm"! 
IS - SHP 
DIsnUPTIOil rnOGnP.I·l 
(00: NEt1 YOnK) 

Reln:lets to Bureau, 5/7/63 and 10/1y/63. 

Relet dated 10/17/63 .":let; foi'th that the NYO 
had sent an n(lOnymolls letter to the NY Better !lu:;11:,':;s 
Bureau Ifhicil identified the- .. r-.ry School or Social Science 
as a front of the Si·IP. This 1'/aS dC'ne because the Party 
use<, the. "SChool" as a cover in solicitin~ cO:1trlbutloDs 
1'rom merchants for its annual December bazaar. 

....... - .~"";",,,~~,,~ ... "'-':"""~':"'I:'~_ . __ .. ___ ... _o_oo __ • ___ • __ ... ."...,_ •• ~ 
~,.. . -_ ... '. , ....... -~.,;: ....... ~.~ .. -~ 

.sr:~-~~--' .-"--=-~..:~ . . &-~~"-4.~ __ ~04""'~'~ the SUP \;o.n prcp~r1ng 
literature to Ce uaeti :!.:: solicitation f'or its annual 
bazaal"" the date of'. ~~l~.:; eVC':lt ~'l::la not f".r.nol:ncccl .. :'J.t c."!(:~t 

c-~~~-:g::~~~::~~··'.~~~,_.",.~~~~---~·"'~-:::~.~'~i;i~::··:~~;:;:;~ :,~;~}f·:::'[. 
not bc ileld this year. ,,_, __ ~>1t hnd h(""1 t'[:(l.l.< .. d Lha.L 
the bazaar could n01: be ru." at a prorit and t.hat rUllllinc; 
it had been decided to be "not \'/Orth 'the cf1'oI'~". 

Although not clearly established as a result or \ 
disruptive action. by the mo, it ca!"! be cor.sldered liJ:ely 
that the S\'IP abando!"!.·.:tts annual bazaar bec:ume of resistance 
1'rom merchants in givine the: free don'.ltionn cu::;\,or:::lry in 
the past. 

Relct dated 5/7/63 descrihed a dt:'l'upt:Jv,' tact~" 
involving a letter, to tlw SUP leaderch!;) ~urpo:..'~L:3 to be 1'1'':>'' 
an ex-Party member. 'He taunted tr..c SUP for bctnc: pl...:;}:'-::d 
al'OU!~d b;, n minority faction l':hich did not approach the . 
10101.,lede;e and principlcd activities of a minor 1 ty \'Iilieh h:ld .....•. -.,~~ 
,been purged 10 years earlier. _l:'~.~':~·:~~:~::~·~~ .--- .. -----.......... ~. 

A revicI~ of the S\\11' file shr)l'Is that speeches 
regarding thc minority made. ·at the Jltly SHP Convcntion 
emphasized the dlsloyalty Of. the prcsent minorit.y and, 
ror the flr:;t tlr.-.e, t:hc~ .. \·:c:'~ CO~Pt'.rc(l 1"ini"avorably, "11th 
former minorltie:;·. t::.::'::''':::_ -... -=-:~- ··~:::;JAl·lE3 T. CMmClI 

'\2specifieally statil1$ at the convention that the 
Cochranite". minority of 1953 had been k1cl:cd out, ilnply1ng 

that the present minority faction I·/as being coddled. 

Follol.,ing the convt:/11;lon, act10n l'las instituted 
against the m1.nority fact:tor. 1'/hich hns reccntly resulted 
in the. suspension fro::! the Party 01' five mj.nority leaders. 
Althou"h considerablc antasonism natul'ally existed wich 
thc ml,nol'ity faction, it is believed po(;n1blc that the" 
anonymous mailing or the lITO may have incited .the Si'lP 
lCll;.der:;ilip to take morc firm action to get rid. of its" 
1ll1h0:"it:,r le?I':1~r3 ... 

, !'he llYQ 1'lill continue to analyze activities 
of the "SlIP in an'errort to develop rruitrul dl::;ruptlve 
activities a~ainst the Party. 

F1GURE 5. Above document shows that the FBI claimed partial credit for 
the expulsion of the RT because of a forged letter to the SWP leader
ship which "taunted the SWP for being pushed around" by the left-wing 
minority tendencies. In fact, their forgery seems to have been aimed 
primarily at Wohlforth's "Reorganised Minority Tendency". It was first 
proposed in a Memo (NYO to centre) dated 7 May 1963. In relation to a 
prior suggestion to send a forged letter urging a split to members of 
both the RT and Woh1forth's RMT, it rejects this tactic: "Based on 
past experience, no communication is apt to cause any of these individ
uals to renounce Trotskyism .... Upon serious consideration the NYO has 
doubts that much could be said to a minority follower against the SWP 
majority which would increase his wrath sufficiently to have a major 
disruptive effect. The NYO considers that an anonymous communication 
to SWP headquarters ... might be more effective since it would get into 
the hands of the leadership, those in a position to take serious ac
tion." This "communication" was sent to Dobbs on 22 May 1963 (Memo, 
NYO to centre, 24 May 1963). It read in part: "Dear Farrell: As one 
who .1eft the Party in the 'big split of 1953', please let me tell you 
what a laugh I get over the 'uneasy alliance of 1963'. I have recently 
learned that Tim Wo1furth [sic] is a real buddy with Jerry [sic] Healy 
and they share a political line that's about stealing the Party out 
from under you ••.. You're getting shoved around by a minority group of 
punks who can't compare with the knowledge, and. yes, principle of 
Clarke, Cochran and their minority of ·1953 .... I look forward to 
'laughing on the outside' next time I meet my new minority friend and 
hear more about your troubles. An Old Timer". 

t_~ ........... _ ...... -.. ~,., .... _ . _,, __ ,._ ..... ~._" .... _~ ... :~ "3Br\:l"~' G}:E:!?;.::.i 
may howe to r.:a\m a p·..tblic stat"'Ir..~nt in co~!plete :;~lrIPOrt of GI.SSC:l, 
\,lhicll stn:~e!:len':; r..ay also be p',.iol:1.s!1ed. 

C::::::::.:~~':'::-~~~.-·~ .~"~:::~:':' the p:m HWLFORl'lt faction :l.n the SlIP 
"id.~ pl~~:;~::! ~~~1 1I('~'lr.kl cd" over the lettc)," 1naS!;l~(:~'l a3 thi3 faction 
hao opposed .th~ ~.:p interpl"etat,lo:1 t;lt the .cuuan e_~.iol.4~\"';',::,,~~. 

I1ACB, above in!'orr.latio:1. \'1il:!: n:J',;be s'"b:;uttc<l in form 
tiuitabla for 6.:i..Dscm11'1e..tlo:i.I\!.~c.e!" ii:f'~~; ~[,:);; ~:..cn il~ct!:jj.u~h e.~ it conc~rn!j 
a counter-intelligence oparation <i.(;;relo::id i;,- th~ E·u:~c:!u. NYO will 
1'ollmI this Ir.atter closely arId l:ecp the D.;~-"au advis~d • 

FIGURE 6. Another early FBI dirty trick against the SWP involved an 
anonymous leaflet intended to disrupt the Fair Play for Cuba Committees 
(FPCC), which the SWP supported, organisations to oppose US harassment 
and aggression against revolutionary Cuba. The above is the second 
page of an FBI document (NYO to centre) dated 26 December 1961 advising 
that the leaflet, "anti-RICHARD GIBSON in essence", had been mailed "to 
selected FPCC supporters throughout United States". Most of this 
document has been deleted by the FBI, so the details are not known; but 
evidently members of the RT were among the recipients. The "TIM WOHL
FORTH faction" referred to is the RT. of which Wohlforth was at that 
time the principal leader. Evidently, the FBI was also convinced that 
Woh1forth and the RT had accepted this anonymous leaflet as legitimate, 
"were pleased and 'chuckled' over" it. 
Note: To save space in reproduction separate pages have been laid as 
a single block of copy in Figures 1, 2 aad 5. Deletions are by FBI. 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE 

• • • Portuluese Maoists 
rectly assumed the role of cop and strikebreaker. 

Above all, there is in Portugal today no 
Clear-sighted Marxist leadership capable of ex
posing the PCP's treacherous role as the guardian 
of capitalism and of drawing to its banners the 
most advanced elements of the several tens of 
thousands of class-conscious militants who place 
themselves to the left of the PCP. Widespread 
syndicalist sentiment in the factories is re
inforced by workerist groups, while the Maoists 
wander aimlessly, unable to unite due to bureau
cratic organizational squabbles and incapable, 
because of their Stalinist ideology, of taking 
a consistent class stand against the bourgeois 
MFA. While the situation cries out for an ag
gressive policy of revolutionary regroupment -_ 
through putting forward a sharp programmatic 
alternative to the treacheries of the present 
misleaders and the lack of coherent perspective 
on the part of the many smaller leftist groups -
the main "Trotskyist" organization in Portugal, 
the Internationalist Communist League (LCI, a 
sympathizing group of the "United Secretariat"), 
insists on acting as a totally impotent and in
consequential left cover for the PCP and "pro
gressive officers". 

The April 25 elections only demonstrated the 
existence of a confused "moderate" majority. The 
largest vote totals were received by the Social-

ist Party (SP), the most right-wing of the 
workers parties, with 41.5 percent, and the 
"liberlll" capitalist People's Democratic Party 
(PPD), with 28.8 percent. (Both the SP and PPD 
refer to themselves as social-democratic and work 
as a mini-coalition.) Two left-socialist gro~ps, 
the FSP and MES, together received 2.4 percent; 
three right-Maoist groups won 88,000 votes, or 
2.1 percent, between them; and the LCI got 13,000 
votes or about 0.3 percent (Diario de Notiaias, 
28 April). 

Ignoring the election results, the MFA is con
tinuing its attempt to institutionalize a bona
partist position for itself. The main content of 
-the "constitution" to be worked out by the "con
stituent assembly" -- conceding power to the of
ficers for a "transition period" of three to five 
years -- was already laid down in the so-called 
MFA/parties pact signed in early April. Some of 
the more "militant" MFA leaders, however, are now 
talking of junking the parties altogether and 
setting up "Cuban-style" committees for the de
fense of the revolution directly linking the 
masses to the armed forces. 

An important confrontation over the role of 
the parties and Armed Forces Movement came with 
the closing of the newspaper Republiaa in late 
May. A bourgeois paper with an SP editor, 
Republiaa was originally shut down by its CP-led 
printers who objected to an article concerning 
confrontations between the Socialists and Com
munists on May Day. The MFA then moved in, oc
cupied the premises and officially closed the 
paper pending court settlement of the "labor dis-

Bob Gould and Jim Mulgrew 
strange bedfellows 

Lately the collaboration between Third 
World bookstore owner Bob Gould and the 
Socialist Labour League (SLL) has been demon
strated by Gould's pledge of a large sum of 
money to the SLL at one of Gerry Healy's "pub
lic" meetings and in a spate of mutual anti
Spartacist League hysteria. Gould and the SLL 
were not always so matey, and although ~ould 
was sometimes very fawning, in the past the 
SLL has denounced Gould as a "petty-bourgeois 
parasite" and for "promiscuity with the capi
talist press" (Labour' Pl'ess, 21 August 1972). 
The denunciation was given a slant which is 
starting to become more familiar: 

"However, a far more sinister customer for 
Gould's services is none other than ASIO 
and the Special Branch qf the police force, 
even where no direct rei at ions hip exists 
between the two. The police can make good" "
use of the sort of unprincipled gossip
mongery that individuals like Gould indulge 
in .... It is from such a serious stand
point that we must condemn those, like 
Gould, who if permitted would be garrulous 
informants to th~ capitalist class." 
(Labour' Pl'ess, 2l~~ust 1972) 

Gould's former unpopularity with the SLL 
was connected with their puritanism. The 
SLL's refusal to fight the special oppression 
of women and reactionary bourgeois sexual 
mores was, according to reports, highlighted 
by the blatantly sexist attitudes shown by 
Gerry Healy at his first public meeting in 
Sydney, including the patronising reference to 
a woman questioner as a "little girl" and his 
admission that homosex~als are explicitly 
barred from leading bodies of the WRP on the 
grounds that they are susceptible to police 
pressure. Gould, whose Goulburn St shop in 
Sydney contains a wide variety of left-wing 
literature -- usually "displayed" in a manner 
which d'efies finding' anything -- has been at
tacked from this moral ising petty~bourgeois 
standpoint for the prominent display of por
nography also to be found in his shops: 

"Anything in fact but Marxism! And yet 
this up and coming entrepreneur has the 
gall to masquerade himself and his porn 
palours as being centres of Trotskyisml 
Labour' Press challenges Gould to defend him
self on charges of cynically using youth to 
build a petty-bourgeois bookshop empire. The 
weight or-evidence against Gould is over
whelming. With the intl'oduation of sales 
of Ribald, an anti-so~ialist gutter rag, 
Gould passes openly into the aamp of the 
bOur'geoisie. It is for these reasons that 
the SLL refuses to have our paper sold in 
his ever expanding chain of shops. If 
Gould can reply, we challenge him to do so 
in our columns." ("The 101 Positions of 

Third World book
store boss. Bob 
Gould (pictured at 
Healy's 8 June 
"public" meeting), 
cements his alliance 
with the SLL by ex
cluding Spartacist 
literature from his 
shops. 

Bob Gould", Labour' Pl'ess, 9 May 1972) 
(emphasis added) 

Now however it seems that all is forgiven 
and the SLL willingly accepts the profits of 
this'''cynical'' "bourgeois" exploiter of 
"youth", purveyor of porn, and "garrulous in
formant" of the class enemy and its repressive 
agencies. In return Gould has joined the SLL 
in its slanders of the Spartacist League, 
even adding a few embellishments of his own. 
Though apparently the SLL still finds Gould's 
"porn parlour" too defiling for their paper 
sales they were able to stoop far enough to 
use it as the major outlet in Sydney for 
tickets to Healy's "public" meetings. Gould 
and the SLL intended to vet eveyone who bought 
tiakets by asking them if they wel'e Bpar'ta
aists. and some of our members were refused, 
but there. was evidently some break in the 
chain of command as one member of the Sparta
cist League, Inga S, was sold six tickets 
without being questioned beforehand. We ob
tained further tickets from non-members in
terested in supporting our right to attend 
"public" meetings. Gould claims our report 
that we obtained tickets from the Third World 
bookstore is a "slander". 

As punishment for the SL's truthfulness, 
Gould has ruled that no more Spartacist 
literature will be carried in his bookstores. 
Whether this is a token demanded by Mulgrew or 
Gould's own initiative, it is an act of cow
ardly political censorship, fully consonant 
with the opportunism of both. The whole 
business shows that the "petty bourgeois para
site" Gould and the "working-class leader" 
Mulgrew are, after all, well-matched. 

[Austl'alasian Spar'taa~st can be purchased 
at the International Bookshop in Melbourne 
(17 Elizabeth Street) and at the Intervention 
Bookshop in Sydney (4 Dixon Street).] 
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pute". Marxists must oppose such arbitrary re
strictions of freedom of the press by the bour
geois state, even if the newspaper in question is 
a capitatist paper. The same laws used to re
press bourgeois opposition (even when it is more 
rightist than a left-leaning regime), will be 
used against socialists and the workers movement 
with infinitely greater ferocity. (As a result 
of protests by the SP, Republiaa was reopened 
earlier this month.) 

The most dramatic expression of the MFA's de
termination to preserve capitalist "law and 
order", however, came with the massive arrests of 
500 militants of the left-Maoist Movement for the 
Reorganization of the Proletarian Party (MRPP), 
the largest political party in the country to the 
left of the PCP. In coordinated nationwide raids 
before dawn on May 29, troops of the Continental 
Operations Command (COPCON) -- an elite unit of 
shock troops loyal to the leftist leaders of the 
MFA -- struck at the central and neighborhood 
MRPP offices, arresting all present and confis
cating files and equipment. The Maoist militants 
are currently being held at the same Caixas 
prison where many of them spent time as political 
prisoners under the Salazarist regime. 

The military authorities have given several 
explanations for their action. One report speaks 
of MRPP "assassination plans", others speak of 
"criminal aggression against the public order" 
and still others raise the need to prevent em
barrassing anti-NATO demonstrations planned for 
May 31 when US president Ford visited Spain. 
Clearly all of these are pretexts. The immediate 
cause of the arrests was the discovery, by mili
tants of the MRPP and soldiers sympathetic to it, 
of evidence that an official in the general staff 
of the armed forces was involved in the counter
revolutionary attempted coup on March 11. After 
interrogating a suspect (a marine) for two days, 
the Movement turned him over to soldiers of the 
First Light Artillery Regiment (RAL-l), also 
known as the "red regiment" because of the in
fluence of the MRPP among its soldiers. (RAL-l 
was the object of the reactionaries' military 
action on March 11 and one of its soldiers was 
killed by the plotters.) The regiment set up a 
commission of inquiry to try the suspect, but 
COPCON forces arrived to take him away by force 
(Le Monde, 6 June). 

I 
There is in fact considerable unrest among the 

rank-and-file Portuguese soldiers and sailors, 
who are without influence in the MFA. Far from 
representing in any way a body similar to the 
soldiers' committees in the Russian Revolution, 
the Armed Forces Movement represents the officer 
corps of a bourgeois army. No amount of "left
ist" or "socialist" rhetoric will change its 
character as a bOur'geois formation. One of the 
principal tasks of revolutionaries in Portugal, 
as we have insisted for over a year, is the for
mation of soldiel's aommittees as a step toward 
the destruction of this military arm of the capi
talist class. This, in turn, requires a sharp 
struggle against the MFA which must seek above 
all to maintain discipline in the ranks -- its 
only source of power. 

The tremendous popularity which this slogan 
could arouse was indicated by an incident last 
year when cadets at an infantry school in the 
town of Mafra saw the Russian film "Battleship 
Potemkin". Following the film they drew up a 
list of demands for better food, freedom of as
sembly and discussion; when eight of the mili-
tants were arrested, 400 of the cadets went on 
strike. The "Mafra revolt" was violently con
demned by the MFA as "a veritable crime against 
the esprit de corps, the cohesion and discipline" 
of the armed forces (Rouge, 10 January). Unfor
tunately, the MRPP (which reportedly has influ
ence in some army and'navy units) has not at
tempted to organize such soldiers committees, but 
rather seeks to build only cells of its sympath
izers in the military. 

More generally, the MRPP has been under attack 
by the MFA leaders because it is one of the few 
groups to declare openly that the Armed Forces 
Movement is a bourgeois enemy of the working 
masses. . 

"The neo-revisionist grouplets, with their op
portunist policy of 'being on the side of the 
MFA as long as the MFA sides with the people,' 
in addition to rejecting ... the essence of 
Marxist theory -- namely the scientific theory 
of the state and the role of the bourgeois 
armed forces -- crawl or. all fours in front 
of the 'progressive officers,' imploring them 
to provide leadership and reject ... the Lenin
ist thesis that the working class must exer
cise hegemony in the revolution." (Luta 
Popular', 23 May) , 

Compared to groups like the Socialist Left Move
ment (MES), which is constantly explaining in'its 
press that its slogans really are 100 percent in 
line with the MFA's program (even when they 
aren't), or the "Trotskyist" LCI which has called 
on the "progressive" officers to join the 
workers, this clear statement is a breath of 
fresh air. The MRPP is one of the few groups 
whose militants have not been educated in cow
ardly grovelling before the MFA's threats .• 

( 



Socialist P~rty supporters watch troops expe 
lica paper offices after first CP-led printers' 

Consequently 11:1s frequently.denouricea-by more 
"mainstream" Maoists (eg, the Guardian's Wilfred 
Burchett) for sectarianism (Guardian, 30 April). 
To be sure, the MRPP is indeed sectarian (re
fusing to undertake joint demonstrations with 
other left groups, even in their own defense) and 
has engaged in many adventurist actions (such as 
kidnapping soldiers being sent to Africa last 
May). But the MRPP draws the ire of the Guardian 
at bottom, not for its mistakes, but for its 
leftist impulse to oppose the bourgeois MFA. And 
that is more than one can say of most of the 
Portuguese "far left". 

But while the Movement for the Reorganization 
of the Proletarian Party is quite left within the 
Maoist spectrum -- particularly these days, as 
these erstwhile "left" opponents of the pro
Moscow Stalinists dutifully fall into line behind 
NATO -- it has nonetheless failed entirely to 
break with its Stalinist heritage. (The MRPP is, 
in fact, aggressively pro-Stalin, denying that he 
ever made any mistakes.) It claims that "revol
ution is on the order· of the day" and the "domi
nant class is now unable to govern", but at the 
same time "the working class is not yet in a con
dition to take power". 

"In the case of Portugal, the actual phase of 
the revolution is the Democratic and Popular 
Revolution and not, as the Trotskyists and 
other opportunists would have it, already the 
phase of socialist revolution." (Luta 
Popular, 6 June 1974) - . 

With this line, the MRPP cannot provide a 
clear class opposition to the MFA. It is con
strained by the "logic" of its politics to look 
for an alternative alliance with bourgeois forces 
for the first stage of the two-stage revolution. 
And while it is looking in vain, the lash of 
counterrevolution will fallon it and the class
conscious workers it refuses t~organize for 
proletarian revolution. This is the road to ab
ject defeat, comrades. 

There are a number of right-Maoist groups in 
Portugal, among them the Party of Popular Unity 
(PUP) and the Popular Democratic Union (UDP), an 
electoral bloc of three smaller groups. Both the 
PUP and UDP campaign exclusively on "democratic" 
slogans, favor a broad unity for "Marxist
Leninists" and in general are in no way to the 
left of the Moscow-line Stalinists. Typical of 
the attitude of the right-Maoists toward the MFA 
was that taken by the UDP toward the pact endors
ing the bonapartist role of the officers' move
ment. It was up to the MFA to choose: 
" ... either you defend the interests of the pro
letariat fighting against the bourgeoisie or you 
defend the interests of capital fighting against 
the working masses •... Either you play on one 
side or another " (Diario de Noticias, 7 April). 

The largest of the right-Maoist groups is the 
Portuguese Communist Party Marxist-Leninist (PCP
ML). Like the MRPP, the PCP-ML has run afoul of 
the MFA on several occasions, notably when sev
eral union leaders who are members of its labor 
front group, the Worker-Peasant Alliance (AOC) , 
were arrested by COPCON troops in early March. 
The AOC was also thrown off the ballot in the 
April elections by the officers. Its reaction, 
however, has been exactly the opposite of the 
MRPP. In the elections the PCP-ML called for a 
vote to the social-democratic SP, and shortly 
afterwards the AOC, in a cravenly class
collaborationist move, announced it would re
quest that the MFA let it sign the pact (Diario 
de Noticias, 28 April)! 

Another key issue in Portugal is the question 
of NATO. All the Maoist groups in one way or 
another denounce NATO, this being necessary in 
order to maintain any kind of credibility with 
the masses. The attitude of the Maoist bureauc
racy in Peking is quite different, however. "We 
support the efforts of West European countries to 
get united in this struggle" against "superpower 
control" said Chou En-lai to the Chinese National 
People's Congress earlier this year (New York 
Times, 8 February). 

In Portugal the group 
which has hewed most closely 
to this Chinese line of de 
facto support for NATO is the 
PCP-ML, which states: "Ger
man imperialism is interested 
in guaranteeing that Portugal 
does not fall into the 
social-imperialist camp. And 
here the working class has 
interests which coincide with 
those of German imperial-
ism ... " (Unidade Popular, 16 
January 1975). This is in
teresting in light of the re
cent trip to China by leaders 
of the MRPP and the PCP-ML, 
to negotiate over who should 
get the official Maoist fran
chise for Portugal. Appar
ently the PCP-ML got the nod, 
for Hsinhua Weekly of 19 May 
reprints excerpts from Uni
dade Popular which "urges the 
European countries and people 

________ to get prepared against a war 
which the two super powers may unleash". This is 
the first time that the Chinese have mentioned 
any Portuguese group in their news agency 
dispatches. . 

The Portuguese Maoists are caught in a dead
end. Every move to the left of the PCP must 
bring them into conflict with the Armed Forces 
Movement. The MRPP responds with impotent ad
venturism and sectarianism; the PCP-ML and the 
rest of the right-Maoist coterie respond by ca
pitulating to the MFA's threats. Neither are 
able to mobilize the mass of the militant workers 
around their class interests because this does 
not fit into the class-collaborationist schema of 
"popular-democratic revolution". 

The Maoists can denounce the MFA as a rep
resentative of imperialist interests, but so long 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE THREE 

• • • Healrite slanders 
We received no reply to this letter whatever, 

its veracity evidently believed unchallengeable. 
Since that letter, at least up until the time of 
Gerry Healy's arrival in Australia a week ago, 
members of the SLL have been more careful. How
ever, when the SLL had a literature table in 
fr9A! ()fJ;lle Sy'g.»~y Yniv~rsity library on 3 June, 
the day after the meeting at the Teachers Feder
ation Building, Joel S, a member of the Sparta
cist League tried to engage Adrian F, a senior 
member of the SLL, in political debate. Adrian F 
said "If you' don't settle down and get away, 
we'll job you." 

A resurgence of such threats and-indeed the 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE SIX 

• • • SLL frame-up 
Later the FBI abandoned all attempts to pro

voke the minority factions and concentrated on 
the majority faction leadership (see Figure 5). 
The FBI smugly congratulated itself over the re
sulting "Old Timer" letter to Dobbs in at least 
four of the documents after the RT was expelled 
at the end of 1963, claiming partial credit. Yet 
in none of the documents is any actual letter 
such as the vetoed suggestion of 19 April 1963 
ever mentioned. In particular, there is a Memo 
dated 15 April 1964, evaluating the SWP disrup
tion program, citing its "successes" and rec
ommending its continuance, which does not mention 
Robertson at all but claims that the expulsions 
were partially the result of the "Old Timer" let
ter to Dobbs. At no time did the FBI attribute 
the expulsion of the RT to any material of any 
description sent to Robertson. 

Of course it would be absurd to agree with the 
FBI that the "Old Timer" letter had anything to 
do with the expulsions. There is ample evidence 
that the SWP leadership was eager to get rid of 
the RT anyway. The fact that the FBI convinced 
itself that it had played a decisive role is in
structive of the amount of credibility that can 
be given to similar judgements of their effects 
on Robertson and Wohlforth: there is a large el
ement of self-aggrandizing distortion and self
praise (an index of the corrupt mentality of 
cops). Equally distorted is the FBI's view (see 
Figure 2) that Wohlforth best served their pur
poses by remaining in the SWP, saying that: 

"He has not openly attacked the leadership in 
recent months, preferring to maneuver in 
secret. As an example, WOHLFORTH recently 
spent a week in England conferring with an al
ly, JERRY [sic] HEALy .... " 
The SLL prates about upholding "democratic 

centralism" as a defence against cop penetration 
and provocation. But this make~ its mudslinging 
charges against other organisations of "harbour
ing cops" all the more ridiculous. The WRP and 

as they are tied to the interests of the para
sitic bureaucracy which commands the Chinese de
formed workers state, they will be unable to sep
arate themselves from the imperialists. To take 
a simple case in point: not one Portuguese Mao
ist organization has demanded independence for 
the colony of Macao. The reason is simple: when 
MFA officials visited Peking last month, the 
Chinese opposed the return of this center of the 
international opium trade to China, just as they 
have consistently favored the maintenance of the 
British "crown colony" of Hong Kong. Submitting 
to the dictates of such narrow, nationalist 
bureaucracies means to renounce all pretense of 
proletarian internationalism. 

To find a way out of this dead-end, aspiring 
revolutionists among the Maoist groups must di
rectly confront the Trotskyist bogey they fear so 
much. Without the Trotskyist perspective for 
proletarian revolution they cannot hope to pre
pare class-conscious workers to defeat the at
tacks by the military. 

-- Down with Press Censorship! Down with the 
Anti-Strike Law! Down with the Trade-Union Regu
lation Law! Down with the Anti-Democratic Laws 
of Associations and Parties! 

-- Immediate Independence for Angola! 
Portugal Out of NATO! 

-- For the Formation of Democratically Elected 
Factory Committees! For Soldiers Committees in 
the Army and Navy! Toward a National Council of 
Workers Commissions, Factory Committees and 
Soldiers Committees! 

-- Expropriate Industry, Finance and Large 
Landholdings -- No Compensation! 

-- Break with the Bourgeois Parties and the 
MFA -- For a PCP/SPGovernment! Toward a Workers 
Government Based on Democratically Elected 
Workers Councils (Soviets)! 

-- Break with Maoist Class Collaboration! 
Toward the Rebirth of the Fourth International!. 

carrying out of such threats would be entirely in 
accord with the IC's development of an ar~ument 
that any political difference with the Healyites 
necessarily emanates from outside the workers 
movement. 

"Not only must we reject but also mercilessly 
destroy the use of repression, slander, and 
physical methods in the struggle of the dif
ferent groups and factions inside the workers' 
movement. These invidious methods have 
nothing in common with the arsenal of Commu
nist education. Brought into the workers' 
movement during the last ten years by the 
Stalinist bureaucracy, they have poisoned the 
atmosphere of the proletarian vanguard, par
ticularly among the youth, and isolated the 
organizations from the broad working masses." 
(Leon Trotsky, "Blind Obedience, Revolution
ary Discipline, and the Youth", 10 April 1933, 
Writings _[19.32-.3.3]) • 

SLL, whose posturing as mass parties merely 
makes them look silly, have lo~r standards of 
recruitment than most left-wing organisations. 
The SLL/YS in Australia tries to recruit apol
itical youth on the basis of Kung Fu films, bar
becues and football. The WRP joins people up who 
attend a single WRP election rally. This oppor
tunism, coupled with_ their sectarianism, gang
sterism, and bureaucratic internal regime, makes 
it easier for provocateurs not required to 
exhibit political understanding and not compelled 
to take part in honest political debate to de
ceive and victimise the Healyites. 

The best way to ferret out provocateurs and 
fight police penetration is not promiscuous cop
baiting of anyone, but an internal regime of 
"seething democracy", as Lenin's Bolshevik Party 
was described, coupled with a rigorously disci
plined and political external face. A witch
hunting internal atmosphere with everyone who 
raises differences under suspicion as a cop is 
not "vigilance" but the best possible climate for 
police agents. The Cointelpro papers show that 
the FBI systematically sought to sabotage open 
political struggle, trying to precipitate expul
sions and encourage bureaucratic measures by the 
leadership. If anyone contributed to creating a 
bureaucratic purge atmosphere in the SWP in 1963, 
it was Wohlforth and Mazelis, with their false 
accusations against the RT of a split perspective 
and handing Dobbs a pretext for expulsions, and 
not Robertson. The Healyites' current smear cam
paigns can only have a similar effect. The SLL's 
dirty little Stalinist frame-up attempt against 
the Spartacist League is the best condemnation of 
Healy, Mulgrew, Mazelis and their ilk .• 

• correctzons 
The SLL's report of its debate with the CPA is 

in the 11 April 1974 Workers News, not 1975 as 
stated in "Pabloists debate Portugal", ASp no 20. 

In the original roneoed "Reply to ijealyite 
Slanders", p 2 "United Secretariat of the Fourth 
International (reprinted in Australia by ... )" 
should read "... (repres ented ... )" .• 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE TWELVE 

Violence • • • 
people going to the meeting were clearly able 
to walk into the Trades Hall without being 
obstructed." (Di:r>eat Aation, 26 June 1975) 

(5) "One member admitted they were causing an 
obstruction by saying that they would move 
only when asked to do so by the care
taker." (Wo:r>ke:r>s News) 

The SL comrade's statement was, of course, an at
tempt to avoid the confrontation which by that 
time the SLL had clearly decided on. If not, why 
then did Mulgrew :r>efuse the offer to have the 
matter arbitrated by an official who, after all, 
would be more likely to favour the clients of 
Trades Hall than the Spartacists on the outside? 

(6) "After at least five requests to move, one 
Spartacist League member was taken by the 
arm and led away from the doorway. This 
was the occasion for a rush against the 
stewards by Spartacist members during which 
they engaged in hair pulling and clutching 
at genitals [I?]. This was the reason for 
the fracas and scuffles outside the hall as 
stewards took action to clear the door and 
defend themselves." 

Here Wo:r>ke:r>s News' lies descend to the cheap sen
sationalism of the worst gutter bourgeois press 
(with which after all it is trying to compete). 
The purpose of such pure inventions is to obscure 
one essential fact: that it was the SLL whiah 
initiated the violenae. No SL member stood in 
front of the door at all. Again, let us see what 
other witnesses say: 

"When a break occurred in the flow of people 
going in to hear the talk, the assault began 
"Jim Mulgrew, the national secretary of the 
SLL, was seen to walk up to the inside of the 
glass door at the top of the Trades Hall steps 
and point toward the Spartacists standing on 
the steps. The group of people around Mulgrew 
immediately went into action and began to 
muscle the Spartacists off the steps. When 
the Spartacists resisted, the SLL goons 
started punching them." (Di:r>eat Aation, 26 
June 1975) 

"At Healy's June 16 Sydney Trades Hall 'pub
lic' meeting SLL members provoked an incident 
outside the Trades Hall, on the steps leading 
in from the street, when they forcibly tried 
to remove two Spartacists leafleting the meet
ing. When the Spartacists protested that they 
were not in any wayan obstruction and de- ' 
fended their right to remain, they were at
tacked and a punching brawl erupted as other 
people went to their defence." (Letter by 
Steve Haran, Tribune, 24 June 1975) 

(7) "We know that this provo~ation was planned 
and prepared. During the week prior to the 
meeting the Spartacist League attempted to 
book a room in the Trades Hall, not to hold 
a meeting of their own, which they never 
do, but for the specific purpose of gaining 
access to building [sic] so that they could 
stage a disruption at the entrance of our 
meeting." (Wo:r>ke:r>s News) 

The SL did seek permission from the Trades Hall 
Association to sell and distribute literature in 
the corridor of Trades Hall. And when refused we 
did inquire about the possibility of booking a 
room. One would think, as they are so concerned 
with preventing police intervention at their 
meetings, the SLL might be able to work out our 
motives in this. One would think they would have 
p:r>efe:r>:r>ed that the salesmen outside their meet
ings were inside Trades Hall building rather than 
on the street where police observation is inevi
table. But as WO:r>kers News fails to mention, the 
SLL's own deaision to have the SL removed from 
Trades Hall at a previous meeting shows quite 
plainly that their overri,ding concern was to 
somehow bureaucratically suppress the political 
criticism made by the SL and that they couldn't 
care less about the cops. 

As for never holding meetings of our own, this 
is a stupid lie. The last public meeting the SL 
held in Sydney was on 24 April at Sydney Univer
sity, and it was attended by none other than 
Mulgrew and Workers News editor Nick Beams! At 
that meeting Mulgrew expressed a typical contempt 
for workers' democracy with repeated and noisy 
interjections, but without succeeding in dis
rupting the proceedings~ 

(8) "During Comrade Healy's visit the police 
have been attracted to our meetings on two 
occasions. The first time was as a result 
of the ant~cs of the Spartacist League at 
his first meeting. The second was last 
Monday. We have held numerous meetings 
both in Sydney and in other cities. The 
only occasions on which the police have 
attended is when the Spartacists set out to 
create disturbances." (Workers News) 

The SLL must learn to take responsibility for its 
own political cowardice in keeping the SL out of 
its "public" meetings. It was not the SLL which 

was laid open to police persecution but those, 
including supporters of the SWL and SL, who were 
outside on the footpath. The SLL sets its op
ponents up for state persecution, then has the 
criminal effrontery to accuse the SL of bringing 
state interyention against the SLL! (See the·SL 
Statement for details.) 

(9) "Apparently this middle class hysteria is 
spreading to the Pabloite Socialist Workers 
League as one of their members joined 
Spartacist League members in discussions 
with the police. If the Pabloites, who 
themselves have had occasion to ban the 
Spartacists from their meetings because of 
disruption, now wish to make common cause 
with them, and join their anti-communism, 
then that is their right." (Wo:r>ke:r>s News) 

Certainly the crime cannot have been in simply 
talking to the cop: after all, it was the SLL 
leaders whom the aop spoke to fi:r>st! For the re
cord, after emerging from his Trades Hall confab 
with the SLL, the cop insisted on speaking to the 
leader of the Spartacist team, who requested rep
resentatives of the other tendencies present to 
witness the discusssion (in which the cops made 
their threat to arrest everyone on the pavement). 

The pious words of Allen Myers ,of the SWL 
about workers' democracy -- "a party that is 
really convinced of the superiority of its own 
strategy ought to be the most firm defender of 
workers' democracy" (SWL pamphlet, Healy vs 
Ma:r>xism: The Case History of a Seat, p 37) 

,certainly ring hollow in the light of the SWL's 
cowardly exclusion of SL members and even SL con
tacts from their own forums. Recently the SWP 
(US mentor of the SWL) has resorted to physical 
assault and sordid slander to defend its politi
cal exclusion of the SLUS from its forums. The 
behaviour of the SWP prompted several of its 
long-standing supporters to protest its attack on 
workers' democracy (Workers Vanguard no 68, 9 May 
1975; no 69, 23 May 1975; no 70, 6 June 1975). 
The SL has no illusions that the neo-Kautskyist 
SWL adheres to the principles of workers' democ
racy, but on the 16 June SLL goon attack the SWL 
has taken a proper stand. Its account of what 
happened is a separate independent verification 
of our press statement precisely because they 
have a record of hostility to the SL as well as 
the SLL. 

(10) "We will conduct our meetings in an orderly 
fashion but we, will take whatever action is 
necessary to defend our members and our 
activities from Spartacist disruption and 
provocation." (Workers News) 

The real, sinister meaning'of this"deClaration is 
as a threat of further violence if the SL (or 
anyone else they see as sufficient threat) dis
tributes literature or undertakes any other ac
tivity outside SLL!YS meetings. 

(11) "Because they attempt to appeal to the 
middle classes the Spartacist League tries 

Cleveland, USA, 13 December 1973: Tim 
Wohlforth leads attack on SL supporters. 

to drag in red herrings about democracy. 
We have excluded them from our meetings, 
that is all [I]. We do not prevent them 
from arguing their policies in the labour 
movement, or producing their so called 
paper. But we do exclude them from our [I] 
meetings. That is our right." (Worke:r>s 
News) 

So the question of workers' democracy is a 
"middle-class" "red herring"! While the SLL's 
appeal to its bourgeois "rights" is not! 

The SLL presumably does not intend to imply, 
as they do here, that their "public" meetings are 
outside the labour movement! But this self
contradiction only shows that the logic of their 
political exclusions is the suppression of SL 
politics in the labour movement as a whole. If 
they cannot openly defend their program at their 
own meetings and must resort to exclusion and vi
olence, then they will necessarily use the same 
methods elsewhere when they get the chance. 

Let's be serious, Mulgrew. The invitation to 
your "public" meetings in Workers News and posted 
up around Sydney was extended to ~'all trade 
unionists, housewives, youth and professional 
people". In future are you going to add -- "ex
cept members and supporters of the Spartacist 
League, and anyone who protests their exclusion, 
and in Melbourne all members of opponent organ
isations"? 

(12) "There is no need for us to create a 'line 
of blood', political explanation and a 
view of their [the SL's] antics is quite 
sufficient 'innoculation' for our members 
[against SL politics]." (Workers News) 

Why then, Mulgrew, if Spartacist "antics" are so 
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Our 23 September 1974 letter to the SLL/IC protested SLL ·leaders' violent threats against SL mem
bers.· The SLL never replied; but now Worke:r>s News implies the.charges are forged: "We can only 
ask who is writing provocative statements for the Spartacists ... ?" Above is the original hand
written report of SLer David Grumont on his conversation with Terry Cook quoted in our letter. 
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useful, do you go to such lengths to prevent your 
members and periphery from being exposed to 
Spartacist politics? Why must your "political 
explanation" always be where there are no 
Spartacists to explain and defend our politics? 
Why do you, at events such as May Day, even try 
to prevent your members from speaking to the SL? 

(13) "But their [the SL's] accusations against 
an SLL member over his alleged remarks over 
the Tate affair [See "Reply to Healyite 
Slanders", page two], raise even more 
questions .... But here we have not just 
distortion but themanufaature' of five 
lines of dialogue. We can only ask who is 
writing provocative statements for the 
Spartacists which they put into the mouths 
of our members? This latest outburst is 
only further confirmation of the warnings 
that we have made about their role." 

Workers News hopes to cover up the hooliganism of 
. its leading members by vile insinuation. Workers 
Ne~s itself does not bother to say what specific 
charges the SL has made, nor does it deny the 
outbursts of Jim Mulgrew and Adrian F we de~ 
tailed. Why, if our charges against SLL Central 
Committee member Terry Cook are complete fabri
cations, did the SLL not immediately repudiate 
the charges we made in our letter of 23 September 
1974 -- ~hiah the HeaZyites never ans~ered, even 
though it was sent to representatives of the 
Spartacist tendency and to the IC inter
nationally, and said that the charges would be 
published to the wider labour movement if such 
gangsterism continued? For eight months the IC 
and SLL did not bother to reply at all! A 
strange silence indeed for people so sensitive to 
the "security question" and to the danger of 
"provocations"! The SL in fact acted in a fully 
responsible manner. The SLL had ample oppor
tunity to repudiate the statements quoted before 
they were published. As for the source of the 
quote from Cook, a photocopy of the original 

• statement made by comrade Dave Grumont at the 
time, from which the 23 September letter quotes, 
is included in this issue of Australasian 
Spartaaist (page ten). 

Violence and exclusionism go hand in glove 
with the rest of the SLL/WRP "method": slander, 
sectarian posturing and abstentionism, mystical 
obscurantist appeals to "dialectical" "method" 
and lately "security" to hide programmatic 
issues, crisis mongering as an excuse to abandon 
the Transitional Program, a Stalinist organis
ational regime, and the resort to the class 
enemy's courts and cops against opponents in the 
workers movement. A bolshevik vanguard party 
cannot be constructed on the foundation of such 
political banditry. The SLL/WRP's criminal con
tempt for the principle of workers' democracy and 
simple truth is a measure of the chasm separating 
them from Trotskyism .• 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE 

• • • SLL Violence 
entrance or deliberately misled the cops to think 
so, setting up the SL for persecution by the 
class enemy. That is, the SLL uses the cops 
against its opponents within the workers movement 
and yet has the cynical hypocrisy to smear these 
same opponents as "objectively" agents of the 
cops! 

The SLANZ, part of the international Sparta
cist tendency, adheres to the revolutionary pro
gram and tradition of Marx, Lenin and Trotsky. 
It was Trotsky who wrote: 

"Not only must we reject but also mercilessly 
destroy the use of repression, slander, and 
physical methods in the struggle of the 
different groups and factions inside the 
workers' movement. These invidious methods 
have nothing in common with the arsenal of 
Communist education." 
(Leon Trotsky, WPitings~ 1932-33). 

The Spartacist League calls on the workers 
movement in Australia and internationally to con
'demn in the strongest terms the SLL-WRP gang
sterism, and to take ,steps to prevent its con
tinuation. The SL has consistently defended 
workers' democracy and actively opposed gang
sterism against other tendencies (such as the 
recent assaults on the SWL members in Melbourne 
by the Maoists of the Communist Party of 
Australia (Marxist-Leninist)) in spite of extreme 
political differences with the tendencies under 
attack. Only through such a principled response 
can the poison of gangsterism and slander be 
purged from the workers movement. The SLL's 
thuggery is not only dangerous but futile; we 
will not be intimidated by the recent attack any 
more than by the SLL's previous, explicitly 
violent verbal threats. The SLL/WRP record of 
thuggery -- beginning in 1966 in London with the 
brutal beating of Ernie Tate, at the instigation 
of Healy -- condemns this tendency as the most 
despicable of political cowards, bereft of prin
ciples and utterly bankrupt. Their fraudulent 
claim to be Trotskyist is nothing but a base in
sult to the revolutionary heritage of Trotskyism. 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE FIVE 

Facts. • • 
serious, hard concrete evidence. Unless such 
evidence exists, an "investigation" of someone in 
the workers movement based on unfounded sus
picions can only for no reason impugn the charac
ter' of the individual concerned, divert the class 
struggle, and lead to a witchhunting atmosphere 
that will be utilised by the enemies of the rev
olution. No matter how repugnant the dishonest 
and treacherous reformism pushed by Hansen, he 
must be defended against character assassination 
which prevents his politiaal exposure as a re
formist fraud and a renegade from Trotskyism, and 
which would in fact only give him a means of di
verting that struggle. And the grounds given by 
Beams for such charges against Hansen are trans
parently absurd and even frivolous . 

He says Hansen is "suspect" as a police agent 
for two reasons. 

(1) "Although Hansen was head of the guards at 
Trotsky's headquarters in Mexico he has, 
apart from material of a brief descriptive 
nature, published nothing on the events 
surrounding the assassination. Nor have 
Hansen or any of the other SWP leaders any
thing to say about the penetration of the 
party by the GPU." 

That is supposed to be really suspicious! 

(2) "Despite the fact that Trotsky's widow, 
Natalia, called for an investigation into 
the death of her son, Hansen refused to 
carry this out and when Zbrowski [real name 
of "Etienne", a GPU agent in the FI] came 
to the US to work as an academic in Harvard 
and then Berkeley universities, Hansen made 
no effort to expose him. Again we ask, why 
no invest~gation into the murder of Sedov, 
why the silence about Zbrowski?" 

Well, it is just possible he didn't have much to 
add to the facts which are public knowledge 
through reports of testimony before the US Con
gress "House UnAmerican Activities Committee" or 
through, for example, Isaac Deutscher's biography 
of Trotsky (which deals with Trotsky's assassin
ation, the role of "Etienne", etc in far more de
tail than anything Healy has ever written). 
Healy/Beams have nothing new to add to the facts 
which have been public knowledge for many years 
(some of which Healy in fact first learnt from 
us). And so we ask, why Hansen, why now? Wasn't 
Healy a Trotskyist when Trotsky was assassinated? 
Why has Healy been silent about Hansen's "sus
piaious silenae" for 35 years? 

The answer is not that Healy is "politically 
suspect". It is that Hansen f s "suspicious 
silence" is absolutely meaningless, and Healy 
knows it. Yet based on this ridiculous nonsense 
Healy/Beams want to create suspicions that Hansen 
may be a police agent! The workers movement must 
thoroughly condemn this scurriious, cynical, stu
pid, slanderous and criminally lightminded dema
gogy! 

"It is not us, but Joseph Hansen who have 
[sic] been making accusations about policemen and 
agents provocateurs" -- he did it first, whinges 
Beams, and the SL "overlooks this crucial point". 
It is unambiguously clear that these so-called 
accusations (in Interaontinental Press, 7 April 
1975) are merely Hansenis lightminded and snide 
parody of previous charges by the Healyites that 
the USec group in Britain, the International 
Marxist Group (IMG), is decisively influenced by 
cop "manipulation" and that the IMG is aon
saiously "covering-up for a police agent" 
(Workers Press, 6 March 1975). (See also Workers 
Press, 15 March 1975. For Hansen's reply to the 
allegations about his accusations see Interaonti
nental Press, 16 June 1975.) The Healyite alle
gations relate to the Red Lion Square anti
fascist demonstration in London on 15 June 1975 
where a student, Kevin Gately, was killed by the 
police, and the subsequent Scarman.Tribunal re
port which whitewashed the police role. (For a 

Marxist analysis of the Red Lion Square events 
see "Fascism: How Not to Fight It", Workers Van
guard no 70, 6 June 1975,) Whatever else may be 
said about the case, the WRP's cop-baiting of the 
IMG (there is no evidence that there are any more 
police agents in the IMG than in the WRP) is un
substantiated and inexcusable, designed to obfus
cate the politiaal questions (both the IMG's sub
stitutionist confrontationism and the WRP's sec
tarian abstentionism). 

Healy has by now established a clear pattern 
of simply accusing his political opponents of be
ing cops, or of implying that they are. Wohl
forth, Thornett, the IMG, Hansen, sometimes the 
entire SWP leadership, Robertson, have all been 
"linked" to the CIA or FBI by Healy on the flim
siest of pretexts or by actually fabricating 
"evidence". Strangely. enough, they are all 
people who have been or are in direct political 
conflict with Healy, and most (including Penning
ton of the IMG) have been at one time political 
collaborators of Healy. The whining about Han
sen's sick joke is simply a transparently crude 
device to obscure this pattern, a pattern which 
complements and is intrinsically linked to pat~ 
terns of physical gangsterism and organisational 
sectarianism. It is evidence of political impo
tence and internal contradiction, symptomatic of 
an advanced aentPist (but not "ultraleftist", as 
the Pabloists charge) disease. 

For Beams, Spartacist complicity with Hansen 
is demonstrated by our description of Max Wechs
ler as, to use our original words, "an ASIO hire
ling (subsequently established to be mentally un
stable) who Spent some time in the Melbourne 
branch of the SWL". Spartacist, says Beams, 
backs up'Hansen "by dismissing Wechsler as a men
tally unstable agent who merely 'spent some time 
in the SWL ranks' [again Beams misquotes!]". 
What are the faats? (1) A variety of evidence 
and testimony (eg Nation Review, 28 February - 6 
March 1975; Tribune, 4 March 1975) establishes 
Wechsler's eccentricity, to say the least. (2) 
Wechsler is now reported to be in a Queensland 
mental institution (Tribune, 6 May 1975). (3) The 
SLL itself earlier referred to Wechsler as "one 
rather deranged ASIO agent" (Workers News, 13 
March 1975)! But shrieks Beams, Wechsler did not 
merely spend '" some time in the SWL ranks'" but ' 
"had access to information concerning the leader
ship of the SWL" (most people do who spend twelve 
months in the SWL). Beams not only accepts at 
face value some of the wild fantasies included in 
Wechsler's Sunday Observer "revelations" but im
proves the story by promoting Wechsler from a 
member of the Melbourne SWL branch executive to 
the minutes secretary of the SWL national execu
tive, a body that does not exist (as the SLL 
knows) ! 

What the Wechsler case does demonstrate is not 
only how dangerous, unscrupulous, and implacably 
hostile the political police of the bourgeois 
state are to all those who they see as the 
slightest threat to the capitalist order, even 
when they are blundering enough (or cynical 
enough) to rely on the questionable reports of 
dubious elements like Wechsler. It is not the 
first time, and not the last, that such sneaking 
scum have succeeded in penetrating left-wing, 
radical and labour organisations. When they are 
discovered, it is absolutely necessary to expose 
them and their masters before the working-class 
public, to expose the hypocrisy of bourgeois
democratic "freedoms", etc. But it is also es
sential to keep one's head, not crying wolf at 
every shadow, but exercising careful, calm vigil
ance. Above all, it is the duty of everyone in 
the labour movement to refrain from irrespon
sible, demagogic, speculative charges and insin
uations which set a shoddy and spurious self
aggrandizement above the interests of the working 
class. Police agents are always among the first 
to cry "cop". The FBI/CIA and their poor cousin, 
ASIO, can gain the maximum benefit, and the best 
climate for their sinister machinations, from a 
situation in which mutual suspicion among left
ists and workers prevents true political clarifi
cation and honest political- debate. It is such a 
situation which the SLL's contemptible calumnies 
help ASIO to create .• 
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SLL Ilanswer" to Trotskyist criticism 

Violence and wild lies 
The Socialist Labour League, desperate to 

cover up its despicable and cowardly gangsterism 
(described in the Spartacist League Statement 
published on page one of this issue of ASp), have 
produced in Workers News (17 June 1975) an ut
terly false report of the events. Like Stalin's 
lies about Trotsky, the SLL's "explanation" is 
the smelly product of political bankrupts in
capable of politically defending their policies 
and actions. In the interests of truth, of 
proving the SLL a pack of inveterate liars, and 
of upholding the principled reputation of the SL 
against all possible derogation, we will once and 
for all refute every point of the SLL's "case". 
(1) "During the visit of Comrade Gerry Healy to 

Australia, the frenzied hostility of the so 
called [?] Spartacist League to the revol
utionary movement [?] has reached a new fe
ver pitch." (Workers News) 

The Spartacist League is hostile to the SLL, but 
there is nothing new about that. Ours is a pol
itical hostility based on a Marxist understanding 
of the SLL as an organisation of centrist politi
cal bandits which, if it ever were to attain any 
real influence in the working class, would carry 
out betrayals with the most monstrous conse
quences. But because the SLL is a part (even 
though small) of the workers movement claiming to 
be revolutionary and Trotskyist, and is able to 
fool some subjectively revolutionary militants, 
as part of the struggle for a Leninist party in 
Australia and the reforging of the Fourth Inter
national the SL seeks every opportunity to argue 
with members and supporters of the SLL and to ex
pose the SLL's politics before serious militants. 
It is this that the SLL leadership, headed by J.im 

Mulgrew, its National Secretary, fears in the 
knowledge that their Trotskyist pretensions will 
not forever withstand Marxist criticism. 
(2) "At Comrade Healy's last public appearance 

in Sydney, on Monday, this gang of 
provocateurs succeeded in creating a series 
of scuffles outside the Trades Hall." 
(Workers News) 

Our press statement provides an accur~te account 
of the incident, and other essentially accurate 
accounts have been published in Direct Action and 
in a letter to Tribune (by a comrade whose pre
vious letters to Tribune show him to be a left 
critic of Stalinism). The reference to us as a 
"gang of provocateurs" (ie, police agents) is a 
dangerous and insidious charge, thrown around 
wildly and without evidence. 

One test of the SLL's charges is to look at 
the record of both tendencies. Internationally 
the Healyites have earned a well-deserved repu
tation for gangsterism against their opponents on 
the left, including the notorious beating of 
Ernie Tate in 1966; the attack led by then 
Workers League National Secretary Tim Wohlforth 
on Spartacist supporters in Cleveland on 13 
December 1973 (Workers Vanguard no 35, 4 Jan
uary 1974); and recently the British Healyites' 
(WRP) goon attack on members of the International 
Marxist Group (see below). In Australia 
the SWL has reported a previous incident of SLL 
gangsterism (Direct Action, 28 June 1973), not 
publicly contested in the SLL's paper (then 
called Labour Press). 

In contrast stands the international Sparta
cist tendency's record, as acknowledged even by 
our opponents. The·pamphlet "Spartacist League: 

Healyite gangsterism 
in Britain 
IMG attacked 
Red Weekly (12 June 1975), the paper of the 

centrist International Marxist Group (IMG), 
British section of the "United Secretariat of the 
Fourth International",contains two letters sent 
to the Workers Revolutionary Party (WRP), led by 
Gerry Healy and fraternal party to the SLL, pro
testing the physical assault on two IMG members 
by WRP members, including a WRP leader, Michael 
Banda. 

The IMG letters allege that after a WRP public 
meeting on the Common Market at Basingstoke on 
22 May the two IMGers were attacked while selling 
Red Weekly outside the meeting place, having . 
their newspapers forcibly taken from them and 
destroyed. According to the IMG letters, the two 
IMGers had attended the meeting, speaking in the 
discussion period in favour of organisations like 
the WRP and the IMG forming a "united front" 
against the Common Market. Banda is supposed to 
have unleashed a "flood of slanders against the 
IMG", and to have "boasted of having ejected IMG 
members from other WRP meetings and advised our 
members to leave the hall". 

The Workers Press (17 June 1975) reply, typi
cally entitled "IMGProvocation Unmasked", while 
claiming that the "IMG has fabricated another 
lying attack" on the WRP, does not deny that the 
violence occurred and indeed tries to justify 
it. In the WRP's version "some'IMG members in
sinuated [?] themselves into the meeting to stage 
a provocation, invite police interference and 
prevent the WRP from holding meetings in the town 
centre". According to Workers Press the IMG 
"provocation" was staged in the following manner: 

"When the meeting was over [!] they produced 
copies of their rag inside the hall (not out
side, as the 'Red Weekly' lyingly says) in 
order to stage an incident. They were asked 
to leave repeatedly. They refused to go and 
were evicted. 
"They then charged back into the hall attack
ing our party members. They were again thrown 
out." 

It is not necessary to choose between the con~ 
flicting reports to be quite clear at least that 

the WRP believes simply being in possession of 
copies of an opponent organisation's paper after 
a WRP "public" meeting is "a calculated provo
cation", so grave as to excuse presumably dis
ciplined members of the WRP allowing themselves 
to actually faU for the "provocation" and resort 
to violence and the forceable expulsion of the 
offenders! So much for the WRP's respect .for 
workers' democracy! 

Certainly the tendency to which the IMG be
longs is not noted for its honesty (witness the 
Sala Tampoe case coverup, the main document of 
which was first produced by the IMG). But the 
parallel between the WRP's claims in Britain and 
the SLL's foul slanders of the SL in Australia is 
remarkable. Similar formulations, similar empty 
rationalisations and slanders, and similar vague
ness about the facts. And it does seem unlikely 
that the IMG would deliberately set about staging 
a violent incident when it was according to all 
accounts clearly heavily outnumbered. 

In both cases it is clear that the Healyites 
are guilty of resorting to and justifying 
flagrant breaches of workers' democracy. Gripped 
with sectarian cowardice (not unconnected to a 
touch of panic at challenges to their nearly in
sane self-exultation), the SLL/WRP can only answer 
their opponents 'with violence. We strongly de
nounce this further example of WRP/SLL thuggery .• 
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Jim i~ulgrew at SWL/CPA Portugal debate. 
23 May: tried to disrupt the meeting. 

Anatomy of a Sect" published by the Canadian 
Revolutionary Marxist Group (which supports the 
majority faction of the United Secretariat of the 
Fourth International), intended to be a compre
hensive political critique of Spartacist poli
tics, concedes that the Spartacist tendency has 

"established a generally commendable record of 
support for other left tendencies under attack 
from the bourgeois state and have refrained 
from the use of violence against other left 
groupings (itself not a minor achievement in 
light of the record of most other left forma
tions in the US)." 

(3) "The Spartacist League have [sic] been ex
cluded from all our meetings for a period 
of more than two years because of their 
consistent campaign of provocation and dis
ruption against our activities." (Workers 
News) 

To be precise the SL has been excluded from the 
SLL's "public" meetings since one held on 26 Jan
uary 1973, the only one SL supporters in Austra
lia have ever been allowed to attend. And actu
ally the SLL attempted to exclude us even from 
this meeting -- we were admitted only after mem
bers of the Communist League present protested 
against this totally unjustified bureaucratic 
political exclusion. Subsequently the SLL has 
used the myth that at the meeting the two Sparta
cists present were "disruptive" in order to jus
tify our exclusion. But the disruptions never 
occurred! (See Australasian Spartacist no 6, 
March 1974 and no 8, May 1974 for details). 

The allegation that the SLL's exclusions are 
based on "disruption" by the SL is proven ridicu
lous by the fact that on the occasion of Healy's 
visit it Was not just the SL that was excluded. 
At least two members of the Communist Party of 
Australia (CPA) were excluded without explanation 
(though it is significant that both had protested 
the exclusion of the SL at earlier meetings). In 
Melbourne on 12 June, not only Spartacist members 
and supporters but also members of the SWL, CL 
and the Socialist Workers Action Group, as well 
as one unaffiliated individual leftist, were kept 
out. 

(4) "Upon arriving at the hall for the meeting 
last Monday stewards found the entrance 
blocked by some 15 or so members of the 
Spartacist League. Not content with dis
tributing their anti-communist literature 
and waving their banners they were blocking 
the doorway and preventing people from en
tering." (Workers News) 

In fact, as least two SLL "stewards" were 
stationed at the door of Trades Hall by the time 
the first Spartacists arrived. It is a complete 
fabrication to claim that the SL (or anyone else 
apart from the SLL "stewards") blocked the door 
or that anyone was hindered from entering the 
meeting, as independent testimony confirms: 

"It was obvious to all who were there that 

Continued on page ten 


